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Generally fair with
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Wednesday.
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STEEL TRUST

Z?a7y Maxim

t

BEATS ENGLAND.
Washington, May IZ. in a report
prepared at the instance of Chairman
Underwood of the house ways and
means committee, the bureau of foreign and domestic commerce saiys
that a comparison of 17 industries in
Great Britain and the United States
shows that the manufacturing establishments in this country have higher
efficiency and two and a half times
PRESIDENT DOES NOT LIKE TO
WILL MAKE NO MORE PROTEST as many wage earners,, and
needed in the United
is
more
power
THROW OPEN CHANCE FOR
UNTIL CALIFORNIA GOVKingdom than in the United States to
TARIFF DISCUSSION.
ERNOR ACTS.
produce a net output of equal value.
Average wages in the 17 industries,
AMENDMENTS
the
report adds, were only half as DEMOCRATIC
IF HE SHOULD SIGNED IT
high in Greatj Britain as here, although the wage cost to. obtain an
LAND BILL equal value of net output was 19 per PRESIDENT'S OWN PARTY WOULD
SHOULD
LIKE TO SEE UNDERWOOD
.
cent higher.
BECOME A LAW, ANOTHER
BILL CHANGED.
WAIT WILL COME.
TWO MEN KILLED
Ottawa, Ills., May 13. A rear end
PUBLICITY
OVER
PATIENT
trains on the FIGHT
of two
collision
NATION
AMERICA

MUST HAVE MAJORITY
Springfield, 111., May 13. Before the
debate in the lower house on the proresoposed initiative and referendum
lution began today, republican members caucused and decided to stand
solidly for an amendment specifying
that a majority of those voting "at
the election" shall be necessary to

IS

WILSON WILL NOT

JAPAN WAITS THE

be able to be tried.
During the hearing the printers oi

GUAYMAS

EDITION

HOPES

the militants' newspaper "The
related the negotiations
which led to their undertaking the
TO
work. Mrs. Emeline Panlihurst conOF
OF
ducted the negotiations and in reply
to expiession of fear by the printers
ihat tne job was a dangerous one,
gave her personal assurance that noi
enactment of a proposed measure
offensive or ilegal matter would ap-- ;
instead of a majority of those
pear. She laid stress on the point FEDERAL SOLDIERS ARE REPORTITS PRESIDENT,
voting "on the proposition," as the
SO DECLARES
that her (laughter, Christabel had a
ED TO HAVE REACHED MEXIsenate resolution reads.
legal training and was a specialist in
WHEN PLACED ON THE WIT- -'
CAN GULF PORT
rro?i salve, socialist and democraconstitutional law.
NESS STAND.
was
tic orators combatted the republican
revelation
The interesting
TO ESCAPE
made on the witness "stand that the BESLIGEO
speakers, and argued In. favor of the
IT senate resolution. The final vote Is
militant organization, the Woman's
HE
TRIES TO PROVE
not expected until late tonight or
Social and Political Union, paid for
THEY SEND WORD THAT THEY
possibly tomorrow.
the printing of the election' address
MANUFAC-TCONCERN
SAYS HIS
WILL BE ABLE TO ELUDE THE
of George Lansberry, the socialist
Representative Medill McCormick of
RED 'COTTON TIES JUST TO
REBEL ARMY.
member of parliament, which failed to
Chuago, prominent in the national
f ouiioilr ot the progressive party, and
secure his election.
HELP GROWERS
Have a System of Medals
Representative Seymour Ptedtnan, of
KILLED
FOUR EUNOEEG
in the soKatherine
national'
a
Chit
fitnire
Strange, proprietress of
ago,
LITTLE
freight
IT HELPED JTCBD VICTIMS
a tea pavlliqn which was burned in
cialist, party, stroke in favor of the iniItbck Island railroad at Seneca today
Kew Gardens by the militant suf- BATTLE FOR IMPORTANT
tiative and referendum.
CITY
men.
two
resulted in the death of
UPPER HOUSE SPENDS WHOLE
GIVE
FEDERAL
TO
THEM
IT
WILL
SAYS
TILING
STEEL
RUSHED
fragettes, described a visit she made
IS CAUSING LOSS OF MANY
Representative McCormick, declarSeveral cars of merchandise were deAFTERNOON CONSIDERING
to Miss Rebecca Kerr after the deGOVERNMENT REASONABLE
ed that "there is a significance in this
IN TIME TO PREVENT GREATmolished and a number of cattle killLIVES
RESOLUTION.
PENROSE
struction
of the property. Miss Kerr
TIME TO ACT.
discussion, which far transcends the
ed. The victims of the accident were
ER DAMAGE
told her that she took much too peractual Ismo
bere today."
asleep in the caboose. A dense fog
13. Huerta
May
a view to the matter. No
sonal
Xogales, Ariz.,
13.
tartff
The
WilThe
wreck.
was the cause of the
Former United States Senator
Washington, May
Washington, May 13. The JapanNew York, May 13. James A. Far-relassert
here
emwomen
the
government
they
agents
Miss
Kerr
doubt,
said,
liam Lorimer appeared in the house ese ambassador will lake no further dead:
Elmer U. Jennings, aged 2(i, fight was resumed today in the senword that more federal reinhave
president of the United States
tea
the
although
in
pavilion,
ployed
Penrose
53, ate. on the motion of Senator
for the first time since Ms seat in
steps in the protest agaiust the Cali- Pocatello, Idaho; Ulany Fry, aged
ulti- forcements have arrived by boat at
Steel corporation, continued his teswas declared vacant, and
to refer the Underwood bill to the fin they had lost their jobs, would
Kan.
Chanute,
anti-aileWashington
Govuntil
law
of
the
land
fornia
the
in
hearing
a Guaymas, and that the main group
lent
timony today
be
that
they
very
glad
mately
ance committee with instructions for
was invited to the speaker's rostrum, ernor
Johnson acts on the bill before
government suit to dissolve the corwomen.
to
fellow
their
hand
besieged a few miles north of there
helping
who
ARRIVE
met
ENGLISH PONIES
where he
many assemblymen
public hearings.
him. Should he sign it, it was learnwill be able tu work its way into the
"the
poration. He pictured the corporation voted for him in 1909.
she
continued,
"Any way,"
New Pork, May 13. Fortys-fou- r
polo
Chairman Simmons or the finance
ed today, Japan, without making furas an industrial benefactor. As an
means
of
the
gulf town.
only
government
rousing
ponies, the'best that British gold could committee was busy early in the day
to the state
ther representations
example, he said, were it not for the
was to attack private property,
Guaymas, on account of Its location
'
steamthe
from
be
to
unloaded
will await a reasonable buy, were
urging all democratic members
nniinv nf the corporation "to do a
a range of'hills, is easily defendOPPOSES FEDERAL RAILWAY.
in
the
intended
militant
this
suffragettes
federal ad- ship Minneapolis today and sent to the on hand in ease the question should to continue to do until
ob- ed.
Also the Mexican gunboat Guerhad
general business regardless of conWashington, May 13. Government time to learn what the
they
stables of the Piping Rock Country come to a vote, and he felt confident
ditions," the cotton crop of the Uni- construction, operation or ownership ministration intends to do to meet
rero,
vote."
the
lying in the 'harbor, can assist
first move tained
club, on Long Island, In readiness for that the republicans'
Ken-tha- t the
its complaint.
ted States this year could not be of a railroad In Alaska would be
federal
Miss
garrison.
informed
Mrs,
Strange
the international polo matjch'j In against the majority would be
marketed.
Japan will not move to test the
W. C. Jemmett, representing bondin
tea
husband's
her
most
conservative estimate of
The
pavilion
under a checked.
"Our competitors," he said "have holders of the Alaskan Northern rail- constitutionality of the iaw, holding June. The ponies, entered
was also destroyed and the killed in the fighting above GuayPark
Regent's
$100,000
that
at
valued
declared
are.
Senator Simmons
shown no desire to manufacture cot- road, told the senate territories com- it incumbent upon the United States $50,000 bond,
suggested that the Strange family had mas places the dead at 40. This is
Although and no human travelers had better many of the manufacturers had noti- suffered enough and its members a United States consular report reton ties, so it devolved upon us to mittee today. At the same time he to take up that) question.
want
care during the voyage from England. fied him that they did not
open
supply them. It is not an attractive declared private capital would extend it is understood that Governor Johnwould be glad if the militant suffrag- ceived here today.
grooms attend- hearings. The senator said the finbe- Thirty
officials
we
have
supto
30
last
son
act,
but
has
year
Seward
of
days
out
now
business,
ettes woul dleave their other refresh
the road
existing
were making
ance
in
the to the Matanooska coal fields if the lieve his answer to Secretary Bryan's ed them.
the congressmen
plied
ment pavilions standing.
Rebels Take Mining Town
will be fed selected hay some changes, but that they were not
The
ponies
85
received
at
will
be
bundles
communication
1,300,000
navwith
south
last
In reply Miss Kerr declined to make
navy department would create a
Guadalajara, Mex., May 13. Rebels
and English oats during their stay. material.
cents a bundle. If we should stop al coal reserve there and operate it within a week.
but
said
she
would re- under command o
any
promise,
Juan Medina,
of
were here two years ; Reduction of the proposed duty
The Japanese situation was dis- Six of the ponies
manufacture, the cotton crop this through the bureau of mines or by
port the suggestion to headquarters. a former jefe politico, today occupied
9
its
to
team
lost
the
British
when
on
structural
12 per cent
steel,
cussed today at the cabinet meeting, ago
year would lie on the ground.
contract.
A medal manufacturer testiifed about.
the town of Hostitlpaquillo, 60 miles
second match to th'.'ni(.rii:atts.
per cnt is sain io imv. uwu umu- the doi.ovai iofis.-M- .
but no conclusion was reached.
"Tbe government at the time of the
Ili!(i.t0.th
northwest
.The-- . Iritis
of Caadalajara and (he cenumv b':", eu-.l..,'
recent floods," he continued "needed
Social and Political Union. He ter of the most important mining dis2
at
match
lal
meet
in
until
not
the
internat
ride
did
senate
The
BORN.
ANOTHER PULITZER
j,
said that medals iuscrl'jed "For Valor''
steel piling to strengthen the levee
trict of the stata of Jalisco.
Meadowbrook are due here this week o'clock, and it was late in the day
We got a rush orat. New Orleans.
St. Louis, Mo., May 31. Joseph
cost $1.50 each, "Hunger strike" meout
of
on the Oceanic.
was
business
The small garrison and townspeople
routine
when the
der for 515 tons, on Thursday, and in Pulitzer HI, son of Joseph Pultlzer,
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
was dals $2.3(! and "Fed by force" crosses held off the rebels for four hours,
debate
tariff
the
and
the
way
The most distinguished decora$5.
spite of the fact that we were very Jr., publisher of the St. Louis
reached. The fight was resumed on tions known as "Grille" brooches cost when the ammunition of the defendand grandson of the late
busy, we delivered it on Tuesday
CONVENTION the Penrose amendment to the reso- $10.50, he said. Bars were also sup- ers became exhausted. Six federal
next, S6 hours before the high waters Joseph Pulitzer, editor of the New
Washington, May 13. Senate: In
lution sending the bill to the finance plied for addition to the ribbons on soldiers were killed.
arived. We always give preference York World, was born today.
session 2 p. m.
committee so as to provide for pub- the medals when
entered the
When the Insurgents
to government work."
its
subsequent acts
Territories committee continued
REORGANIZING
lic hearings. Chairman Simmons were considered
town they looted the stores and burnFOR
of
The cost of production of steel was
special
worthy
hearings on Alaskan problems.
Senopened the argument against it.
ed the court house. Several big Amermention In dispatches.
House: Not in session. Meets at
greater in America than in European STRIKERS ATTEMPT
measure
to
the
referred
ator
Lippett
ican
camps are located In that
lawacts
He
testified.
Testimonials
Mr.
Farrell
of
noon Thursday.
countries,
recording
bill ever
most
revolutionary
"the
as
PROGRESSIVE MEMBERS OF THE
lessness by adherents of the militant
said the wages paid abroad were 37
introduced in congress."
PARTY ARE HOPEFUL THAT
were also
distributed
organization
per cent to 3S per cent lower thai
TO WRECK TRAINS
President Wilson has taken the po- among the rank and file
BE
CALLED.
IT
WILL
and
were
rates
lower,
by the leadhere; freight
commit
to
LNIiLANil WILL INSIST
sition that he ought not
ers of the union, according to today's ARBITRATION REFUSED
shipping facilities for export trade
himself in any way with respect to evidence.
13.
May
Republican
Washington,
were better.
to
the
minor amendments
ENDEAVOR IS MADE TO PREVENT
pay senators who attended the progres- numerous
Pig iron could be manufactured in
BY CINCINNATI KEN
bin
tariff
CITY
OF
being suggested by demoREACHING
returned
in
"SCABS"
sive
conference
Will Issue the Paper.
Chicago
India and laid down in Calcutta at
Redfield had a half
crats.
influPATERSON
Secretary
all
to
exert
j.
determined
BenT.
13.
Jianchester,
May
Eng.,
today
and
he
added,
$5.88 a ton, freight,
before
WILL SEND A WARSHIP TO GUAT- - ence at their command to induce the hour's talk with the president
son, the director of the National Labthere was now under way in a saildeUNand
today
cabinet
the
meeting
I
a
to
call
reorganor Press, which has announced its de- CARMEN WILL NOT AGREE
committee
CULLfcO
BUinu
national
a.
TO
AMALA
of
FranTalk
Paterson, N. J., May
ing vessel from tflat port to San
chan
RECOGUN!ON
IS
THEIR
LESS
believed
unimportant
clared
he
fall.
in
the
termination of continuing the publicaization convention
PAYMENTS,
cisco, the first cargo of Indian pig calling out the militia was current:
if the
NIZED BY COMPANY
tion of "The Suffragette," said today:
When the national executive com- ges would be made, but that
here today after last night's second
iron ever brought to this country.
ones,
certain
to
consented
forsenpresident
"The fight is one of principal. Evmittee meets here May 24, these
London, May 13. The British
The freight was $5.50 a ton, and attempt to wreck a passenger train
set- ators will report the sentiment from he would be besieged with requests ery edition will be censored
by the
Cincinnati, O., Hay 13. The new
under the new duty the tariff is 11 on the Erio railroad by piling debris eign office is hupeful of an early
o
to open up other schedules.
the
in
as
claims
states
the
National
Labor
of
British
the
of
union
tlement
of Cincinnati street 'Car emagainst
expressed
management
be
received!
would
many
hud
on the tracks. The road
cents. Thus the pig iron
from
Secretary Redfield said that sluce I ress, and matter incident to outrage ployes today refused to arbitrate with,
The
last
Guaitarnala.
conference.
dispatch
cost
a
letteis
Francisco
of
at
number
for;
in
'a
San
threatening
laid down
an inquiry excluded. The
inSenator Cummins Baid today that it had become known that
management believes the Cincinnati Traction company unChinese pig iron transporting "scabs' imported to re-- . naiiislar ssir Lionel E. G. Garden,
of about f 11.50.
of dobureau
the
made
be
to
was
by
to
states
to suppress a news- der the conditions offered by the latan
from
a
that
many
reply
written
dicated
that
attempt
appeals
workers
mill
satislactory
San
in
Francisco
silk
nlace
down
striking
could be laid
was anticipated would be laid before the national mestic and foreign commerce into paper before it is published affects ter, and decided
to continue the
under the new duty for $10.78. The Fifty detectives were guarding rail-- the British demand
industrial conditions in the right of free speech. It means a strike.
and
wages
reasons
for
forth
two.
or
in
on
a
setting
committee,
the
day
iron
police!
road property today, and
present market price for pig
connection with the tariff bill, some big fight if it is issuedconventiori.
i he iintish minister's instructions a
say they are able to handle the situaRecognition of the union before arthe Pacific coast is $21.50.
manufactur
"We feel greatly encouraged," he remiests had come from
call on a British warIs insisted Ufon by the union
bitration
"Did you t,ell Mr. Underwood about tion without the aid of state troops. authorize him to
es themselves inviting such an in
KERN HEARS PROTESTS.
men.
A third unsuccessful attempt to ship, aiid he thinks its presence in said.
dethat?" asked Judge Dickinson, counRedfield
The suggestion that attempts be vestigation. These, Mr.
Washington, May 13. Charges of
The Traction company, which has
wreck an Erie passenger train was Guatemalan waters desirable. Theresel for the government.
were based, however, more on peonage,
clared,
who
induce
to
medieval feudalism,' ana
mndfi
republicans
had
office
the
No. 58 from fore, although
foreign
Train
here
made
been able to operate any of its
not
today.
make
would
any
be
"I don't think it
to re- the belief that the inquiry would
oppression of workers in the Paint cars since
N. Y., to Jersey City, was not as late as today been advised that joined the progressive party
Suffern,
ex
the
smiled
Saturday morning, had ofan
with
than
rates
him,"
tariff
difference
Creek and Cabin Creek coal fields of
Aeolus had depart turn to their old allegiance were dis- the basis for
cruiser
British
the
when
two
station
the
into
to
with "the men" profered
arbitrate
crawling
amination as to the effect of the bill West Virginia were laid before Senamen sprang up from beside the track, ed from Kingston, Jamaica, for Puer- cussed today by house progressives,
resumed work
the
employes
viding
tor Kern today by representatives of
and Representative Sinebaugh of Illi- after it becomes a law.
arbitration.
the
result
of
the
jumped on the platform between the to Barrios, it is thought quite likely
pending
for them, issued a
the' state federation of .the miners'
second and third cars and attempted that the British minister has called nois, speaking
to
to
refuse
arbitrate
The decision
"the only
union. The senator expected to use
to uncouple them. Trainmen were on her commander to hasten, by the statement declaring that
TARIFF AGITATION
LEADER
IS
Kis resolu- was reached after Mayor Henry T.
in
of
the
repubi&
tho
for
support
course
progressive
paycharges
the
on the a'iert, however, and prevented appearance of the vessel,
leaders
tion for a congressional Investigation ihmt as well as several labor
cans to pursue is to come into the
them from doing so. The men ment of. the long overdue debt.
the meeting1 of the
addressed
had
resoof
where
the
situation.
belong."
of
Copies
the
they
party
their Although the matter is considered progressive
UNABLE TO BE TRIED
RUINS 'VOdLTHADE jumped from the train and madearrestwhich
lution by tbe miners declaring that a a letter outlining their attitude,
as one absolutely between Great Britescape. Later two men were
waa
but
his
appe:V
apparently
tration,
not
could
be
church
organStates
Baptist
IN ARIZONA.
HANGING
ed, but the conductor was unable to ain and Guatamala, the United
vain.
ia
OF ized without consent of the miners'
of tue
Ariz., May 13. John B. MRS. DRUMMOND, ACCUSED
Globe,
identify them, and they were released. government has been advised
PRICES RECEIVED ARE LOWE
The Traction company earlier in. tho
IS ILL AT
MALICIOUS
on
paythe
managers were left with the senator.
to
DAMAGE,
Insist
m
man
British
intention
case
the
and
first
today
The state rested its
Goodwin,
THAN THOSE RECORDED IN
gave out a statement that in casa
day
A
HOSPITAL
the trial of Patrick Quintan, the In- ment of the bondholders. Guatamala's executed under the authority of the
MANY YEARS.
it
the
union, refused to arbitrate,
SIGN
IT.
WON'T
AMMONS
at
the
do
as
was
this
failure
to
in
lead
World
foriorai irovernment
promised
Arizona,
dustrial Workers' of the
- would once more
to
Am13.
operata
Mr3.
Governor
attempt
'"General"
offiin
Denver, May
London, May 13:
er, Indicted for inciting to riot, and end of April has, it is stated
hanged here today by United States
Boston, May 14. The continued de- the defense began. The case will po cial circles, only made the British min- Marshal Charles Overlook. . Before Flora Drummond, the militant
today intimated tui,. Le would its cars, and more trouble la feared.
and
bill by which the recent leg- After rejecting the Tr&ctioa compacline in values is the feature of the to the
'
veto
the
of
a
state
.govcollapse
in
is
notes
Guatamalan
to
Goodwin
ister's
the
made
was
fragette,
sprung,
the trap
jury tomorrow.
redomestic wool market. The situation
the
at
to
islature sought to repeal the law pro- ny's proposal, the union men drew up
ernment more insistent.
appear
a statement that perjurers were re- will be unable
inunion men. The mayor urged. avUl-the-y
is regarded as unusually complicated,
street
Bow
at
sumed
police
his
death.
hibiting boycotting, picketing and
hearing
sponsible for
THE CHAUFFEUR TALKS
sent to Mayor Hunt, who in itsra
representleaders
LaboT
as dealers hesitate to purchase heavGoodwin was convicted of the mur- court today on charges of conspiracy timidation.
LIGHTNING KILLS THREE.
govChicago, May 13 Presentation of
forwarded
the
it to the oMdals of tho
waited
to
20
upon
unions
prop
the
malicious
ily of the new crop with the tariff
under
Cardamage
ing
Stratford, Out., May 13. The tall der of Alfred Philpot on the San
to sign the bill. street car company.
bill still an uncertainty, while the evidence in defense of Jack Johnson,
him
and
been
ernor
urged
which
has
brought
was
act,
He
erty
reservation.
grantviolation of the Mann spire of the Knox Presbyterian los Indian
growers are threatening to make con- charged with
"Why open the doors again to
reprieve by " President against her.
1G0 feet above the curb, was ed a
Federal
church,
CarpenJudge
in
received.
are
bids
act, began
that
court
and bloodshed in Colorado?"
in
signments unless
A
doctor
testified
was
refused
struck by lightning early today and Wilson In March, but
TROUBLE IN S M Y R N
Unwashed Ohio delaine sold recent- ter's court today.
been
to
had
tho governor. "Why take a
she
aslted
execuIllness
her
further
a
of
owing
delay
In the ensuing fire the chief of po- yesterday
the
for
chauffeur
in
SaloniM,
Charles
May 13. The r.riU
Lupkin.
many
ly at 22 cents, the lowest
moved to a nursing home. lie said step backward? I will not affis my
ttK-aat f
in 1910, testified lice and a policeman were killed, and tion.
ser
Gloucester
half
Montana
of
fighter
lot
a
negro
prize
to
while
ftoens
years,
authorities having refused to it would take two weeks for her to signature to any. law that
The
State
la
Belle
fireman
and
Johnson
injured.
after
the
which
mortally
21.
a
More as to
for Smyrna,
retrip
blood was transferred at
get Into a condition to undergo an remove every restraint and would
1910 three men who lost their lives were aKow the execution at the penitenof us urgent summons from that tit
none
attention is being paid to Texas wools Sehreiber took to Milwaukee in
which
to
and
conditions
was
was
store
which
necessary,
hanged at the operation,
waa 1111. They burled' beneath the burning belfry tiary, Goodwin
disturbances ar threaiHu a.
and a great sale was made of eight during which Johnson
another two months before she would want to return."
jailfell.
said
county
it
when
at
Lupkin.
lived
several
hotels,
months at 20 .cents
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

TWO

HERE IS A SIMPLE WAY OF CORRECTING IT INSTA.NTLY BEFORE IT BECOMES
CHRONIC.
She was earning
Very few people go through life
at that time, she without some time or other being

her for life.
a week net
said. After repeated disagreements,
she testifides, Bogart ceased to provide her witt runds.
poVt

New York, May 13. In December
last year Samuel Kalisch, living at
West Eleventh street in this city, was
arrestee upon a requisition of the police authorities of San Fiancisco,
charging him with embezzlement. He
was held in jail for nearly a month,
was finally extradited to the authorities of California and sent to San
Francisco to be tried. At the trial it
was found that he was not the right
man and he was promptly acquitted.
Now Kalisch has begun a suit for
for false arrest
$100,000 damages
San Francisco.
of
against the city
The most peculiar feature of the case
is the method by which Kalisch was
withcaught in the meshes of the law
out really being the guilty man.
The Samuol Kalisch whom the au-

$2U0

.or"

workmen excavating
the
ground for the foundations of the new
building of the National Biscuit company at Tenth avenue and Fifteenth
street, unearthed the charred hulk
of a big sailing vessel lu a fair state
of preservation. The unexpected find
greatly puzzled the workmen, the
contractors and everybody connected
with the building operations and even
the reputed experts concerning the
city's history were unable to clear
up the mystery of finding a big
schooner buried in tho ground far
from the banks of the river. Since
then an investigation has been made
which established the fact that at one
time, more than a hundred years ago,
the Hudson river extended to the
point where the hu'ik was found. Close
to the old hulk remnants of a pier
were found and it is believed that the
schooner was burned to the water- line while at the dock and sank, never to be raised. In later years the
river bed was narrowed by filling In
and the hulk of the schooner and the
remnants of the dock were covered
with earth.
The

wanted

thorities in Sn Francisco
had embezzled $S0O from a Mrs. Mccarty In San Francisco. In an effort
to trap him the .laughter of the-- victim wrote a number of tenrstained
love loiters addressed to Samuel Kal
isch. which were sent, to mnereni. uis
One
cities throughout the country.
hands
the
Into
fell
of these letters
of the New York Kalisch, while he
nas iu Chicago. Although he had nev.
er heard of the writer of the letter,
and
he became interested in her
New
his
to
giving
her,
wrote a letter
York address aud asking her to send
him her latest photograph and arletrange for a meeting. It was this
ter which led to his arrest and the
mistake was not found out until Kalisch was confronted with the writer
of the decoy letter.

A

rather interesting suit has been

begun in the chancery court at TrenMitchell B.
ton, N, J., by
Perkins of Beverly. By this suit Mr.
Perkins seeks to compel the public
service corporation, now in control
of the lines of the old Camden and
Trenton' Traction company, to

Kow they are after the sheriff of
New York county. Under the fee syshis wife and his children
tem k: vogue for more than a century
tho sheriff of New York county has free over the lines. Some years ago
enjoyed a munificent .Income which in the senator granted the right of way
recent jears has readied and even over some property of his to the old
After all Camden and Trenton company, in
e.v x'ded J30.O00 a year.
consideration for which he, his wife,
tti e years It occurred to the com-tlioner of accounts ol the city, that and all of his children save one, were
the sheriff received too liberal a to ride free. When the system passed
compensation for his not too strenu- to the Riverside Traction company
ous duties and he sent a report to the other child was included in the
setting forth these contract. Lately the public service
'::;, or Caynor
f;
and recommending a change in acquired the line and refused to give
tho system, in view of the fact that the transportation, holding that to
the mayor of New York, whoso duties do so would be a violation of the pub-- J
a.,d responsibilities are considerablj lie utility law. Corporation lawyers
ki eater than those of the sheriff, re and others are greatly interested i
er' C3 a salary of only" $lu,000 a year the suit anil are awaAing the decision
of accounts suggests 0 the court in this case with more
c i mission
: $12,000
tuau ordinary interest
a year would ue au m
1'
lie rec
(,... :) salary for the sheriff,
BUSY DAY FOR SHRINERS.
ommends that the annual salary oi
Dallas, Texas, May 13. The tuou-an- d
tho sheriff be fixed at that amount
that in tho future all foes col- - sands of delegates and visitors now in
Ui.;i(l by the slienff's office- be turned Lalias for the imperial conclave of the
( ver
to the city. The report also Nobles of the .Mystic Shrine put in
iU.."nis various other recoiumenda- - jmi exceedingly busy day today. The
Huns, including one, to abolish tho official program began at 9 o'clock
county jail aud transfer it to the Un's morning with tiie. escorting of the
divan to the Scottish Rite
sinking fund commission to bo sold
or used for other purposes. Strange cathedral, wheie the session of the
to say the present incumbent, Sbisnu' imperial council was formally opened
lilinteif
Harbur-;.-r- ,
bus expressed
hour Utter by Imperial Potentate
strongly in ravor ot tne piau (.g,s.- voiiiaw J. cuuningnam ot Baltimore.,
ed in tiie report of the commissioner A luncheon for the members of the
imperial council was spread in the
of
viand banquet hall of the cathedral
the early afteaoon. The
The committee in charge oi ih't ar- for tins suffrage pageant
of tho day was taken up with au-a- t
the i!ro;o!iian opera buufce last touiobiie rides, band concerts, races
trans-porflii-

!;

.

;

j

i

remain-racgeiin.-n-

j

ts

jr

week bad quite a fuuuus time in &t the fair grounds, and other
for all the details but their urns for the entertainment of tho vis-taa J.gstetfcd by the fun luey j Hors.
dtriml !?j:a 'J.feir worn, or t.t least
PRESBYTERIANS IN ATLANTA.
from v.tun Motion of it. For one
Atlanta, tla., May 13. The advance
feature of '.ht pageant 49 more men
were ii';edf:4. As Utse u'u were to ap- guard of delegates aud visitors is arpear in ablreJ iated classical cotituii.es riving in Atlanta for the joint meet.
of the Presbyterian general
and were to serve as cecorative pur-jin- '
it was considered essential sembiies, which will convene Thurs
that the men selected should be real- day and continue in session for ten
ly ornamental. The committee adver- days. The gathering will embrace the
tised for perfect specimens of physi- annual sessions of the general assemcal manhood and judging from the bly of the Northern Presbyterian
countless numbers of letters which church, the general assembly of the
arrived in response to the advertise- Southern Presbyterian church, and
ment' It seemed that the "periect the general assemblies of the United
men" of the whole worid were hoid-i- n Presbyterian church and the Associ-aate- d
r their convention in New York at
Reform church, respectively. It
tii is time and that ail of them, or will be the first time In the history
nearly all, were anxious and eager to of these bodies that their highest
display their manly beauty in the ser- court sessions nave been held in the
vice and to the glory of the suffrage same city at the same time.
f
cause. Many of the letters were exd
The great calamity In umaha was
quisitely funny and strongly
to the sense ! humor of the mem- quickly overshadowed by the terribly
disastrous floods in Ohio. Great sufbers of the i o.nn.utee.
fering and sickness from colds and
Aner fifteen .ninutis drtHbei.ition exposure resulted. L. Poole, 2217 Calia
j:y iu Justice Plaztek's branch of fornia St. Omana, writes: "My
the sjupreme court returned a verJict daughtr had a very severe cough and
of no cause of action in the $30,009 cold but Foley's Honey and Tar Comsuit of Evelyn Goddu against John pound knocked It out In no time."
Lawrence Bogart, an engine manifac- - Refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer
turer. The nature of the suit was and Red Cross Drug St.or?
!
rather unusual and the trial attract--j
Barbed wire cuts, ragged wounds,
ed a large number of spectators. Miss
Goddu, who is about 35 years collar and harness galls heal up
'old, claimed that Bogart, who is mar- - quickly when BALLARD'S SNOW
ried, bad induced her to abandon In LINIMENT is applied. It is both neaL
Price 25c, BOe
;i!H'6 a physical culture and palntlrs Ing and antiseptic.
instruction bvn'ness on Fifth avenue and 11.00 per bottle. Sold by Centra!
the assurance that he would sup- - Drug Co.
ti
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troubled with, constipation. Thousands injure themselves by the use
of strong cathartics, salt mineral
waters, pills and similar things. They
have temporary value in some cases,
it is true, but the good effect is soon
lost, and the more one takes of them
the less effective they become.
A physic or purgative ts seldom
necessary, and much better and more
permanent results can be obtained by
using a scientific remedy like Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. It does not
hide behind a high sounding name,
but is what It is represented to be, a
mild laxative medicine. It Is so mild
that thousands of mothers give it to
tiny Infants, and yet it is so compounded, and contains such definite
ingredients that it will have equally
good effect when used by a person
suffering from the worst chronic constipation. In fact, among the greatest endorsers of Syrup Pepsin are elderly people who have suffered for
years and found nothing to benefit
them until they took Syrup Pepsin.
It is a fact that millions of families
have Syrup Pepsin constantly in the
house, homes 'like those of Mrs. G.
B. Pruitt, Berea, Ky., who used Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin as a laxative
Mrs. Pruitt writes that It so
tonic.
strengthened and1 cleansed her system that she was quickly relieved of
a severe cough which had troubled

NEWS

FROM

THE CAPITAL

Santa Fe, N. M., May 13. Harry S.
attorney general
Clancy, assistant
is taking testimony, as referee, In
the case involving title to the Pastes
tract of land, originally carved out
of the Ix)bato grant, in Rio Arriba
county. An early report is expected
on the case to Judge Abbott, in the
district court.
About Elk for New Mexico.
Trinidad C. de Baca, state game
warden, has received a further letter
from Representative II. B. Pergusson,
under date of May 5, from Washington, D. C, regarding the matter of
obtaining elk for this state. The letter is from T.
Palmer, assistant
chief of the biological survey, aiid'is
as follows:
Washington, D. C, May 2, 11)13.
Hon. II. B, Fcrgusson, House of Rep-

resentatives,
Dear Sir: I beg to acknowledge the
receipt of your note of May 1, enclosing a letter from Mr. Trinidad C.
de Baca, state game warden of New
.Mexico.

In reply to Mr. do l'.aca's inquiry
regarding elk from the Yellowstone
Park, I beg to say that under regulations adopted by the department of
the interior last winter, I understand
that not more than 50 head of elk
are distributed to a state in any one
year. These elk are distributed to
state and municipal authorities at the
expense of the consignees, and the
actual shipping is done in January,
February aud March. It is now too
late to obtain any elk as the animals
have started back to their summer
range, but an application might be
filed with the secretary of the interior for next winter.
It was the Intention in case the bill
introduced in the last congress providing a national game refuge on the
Pecos National forest had become a
law, to stock this area with elk and
other big game, and I hope that this
matter will receive your careful consideration so that the project of reestablishing not only elk, but other
species native to the southwest, near
the head of the Pecos river, may be
consummated In the near future.
Very truly yours,
T. S. PALMER.
Assistant Chief, Biological Survey.
New Regent Appointed.
Mrs. Ellen D. Rogers of Silver City,
has been appointed as regent of the
Silver City Normal school, the appointment being made last Saturday
by Governor W. C. McDonald to fill
the vacancy caused by the resignation
of A. W.. Cooley.
Lights Went Out
Trinidad C. de Baca, state game
warden, has returned from an extended trip Into the northern part of
the state, to look after the fish and
game and to see if the fish screens
ordered put In are being installed. He
reports that the owners of ditches
are responding very nicely and have
realized that such Installation was
for their benefit, as they will protect
the fish In that section. He had a
pleasurable trip, except when he
struck Glorleia pass, where he was
obliged to camp, all night In the open
and set the engine to working often

in a variety of fabrics, will be much in evidence this season

and the styles are more than or
received
a
beautiful
just
variety of the newest styles, made from
Pique, Marsielles, Linen and fancy mixtures all neatly trimmed with fancy buttons and buckles
welj made and combining style and service to a maximum degree.
dinarily attractive.

A

We have

This is the largest and most desirable line of Wash Skirts we have ever shown and never
have better values been offered for so little money.

to

her for months. The special value
of this grand laxative tonic is that
it is suited to the needs of every
member of the family. It is pleasant-tasting- ,
mild and
Unlike
harsh physics it works gradually and
In a very brief time the stomach and
bowel muscles are trained to do their
work naturally again, when all medicines can be dispensed with.
You can obtain a, bottle at any drug
store for fifty cents or one dollar.
The latter size is usually bought by
families who already know its value.
Results are always guaranteed or
money will be refunded.
If no member of your family has
ever used Syrup Pepsin and you
would like to make a personal trial of
it before buying it in the regular way
of a druggist send your address a
postal will do to Dr. V. B. Caldwell,
417 Washington street,
Monticello,
111., and a free sample bottle will be
mailed you.

during the night to prevent freezing,
the stop there being caused by the
lailure of his automobile lights. He
built a big fire and managed to keep
warm until daylight, when he resumed his journey.
Cleared of Perjury.
Bias Saldivar, who was acquitted
of the charge of conspiracy, to smuggle Chinese into the country, whose
trial was held in the federal court
last week was brought before United
otates Commissioner M. T. Dunlavy
Saturday evening charged with per
jury in the case on the ground that
the statements alleged to have been
made at the trial by him were untrue.
The commissioner found that the
statements referred to were immaterial to the issues 'of the case and
tbf prisoner was
j .charged.
Watfciilights
V
The cause of th Jfsanta Fe Products
company and that of the interests
represented by J. W. Norment, for
water rights on the Santa Fe river
is being heard before the state engineer today, in which rights to obtain
water from that stream south of this
city are being argued.
Mounted

Police News.

Lambert, of the mounted police, has been having a few strenuous days of it in Mora and Colfax
He has arcounties and elsewhere.
rested Frank Let tig for assault, and
John Lettig for assault and for resisting an officer, and has also gathered in a man named Daniel Barnurn
charged, with wife beating. He also
recovered a mare alleged to have
been stolen at Lte Park and is stiil
busy trying to locate stolen stock.alleged to have been gathered in by
John Lewis, who was arrested some
days ago. Mr. Lambert has also been
looking for an alleged crazy man and
after a two days' search found him
at Miami. '
C. F.

TO BE TRIED FOR MURDER

Tulsa, Okla., May 13. The ea;r 0f
Mrs. Laura M. Router, under Indictment on a charge of conspiracy in the
murder of her husband, is on the
docket for trial tomorrow in the
court at Bartle3ville, to uh'ch
place it was transferred from Tulsa.
Charles T. Reuter, a well known law-;v- .
formerly ol Peoria. 111., was killed
'n His
.it his bedroom In his hom
r.tf on the nig.it of May 5, 1912. Vnlu
able diamonds he wore and a iar?e
sum of money were missing. The nest
day Guy D. Mackenzie, Joe Baker and
Bud Bellew were arrested on the theo
ry that Reuter's munrder was the result of a conspiracy, with robbery as
a blind to conceal the real motive.
Mackenzie and Baker have been tried
and convicted and are now serving life
terms In prison. Mrs. Reuter is charg
ed with having been an accomplice of
the two men in the murder. She is
an attractive woman of 27 years and
the daughter of a former postmaster
of Indianapolis, Ind. Since her first
arrest she has been at liberty on bail
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BUMPER BANANA CROP.
TRIP FOR "ABERNATHY KIDS"
ALABAMA I. O. O. F.
New Orleans, La., May 13 After
Frederick, Okla., May 13. The
Birmingham, Ala., May 13. A large
having chartered every vessel avail
boys, who leaped into f.mi and representative attendance marked
able, the United Fruit company finds several years ago by their
the opening here
today of the anitself unable to handle the great baride3, are pre-- ; nual grand lodge meeting of the Ala- nana crop jn tropical America. Their paring to start from this place day bama Odd Fellows.
At the inilinl
liners are coming into port every day after tomorrow on another long trip, sion Fred J.
Craniton, of Montgomery
loaded to capacity with fruit. The this time they are to travel
by motor-- j was formally installed as
matured without e.vtle instead of cr horses as I nf ore. Simultaneous with the grandmaster
present crop has
meeting'of the"
damage from storms or other causes Their destination will be New York1 Odd Fellows, the Sisters of Rehelcnh
and owing to the increased acreage I ity. They will nake the trtii by wavi the woman's
nc
anviii:,
the production this year is far above of Kansas Cu 3t Louis, ImlipiiApnl;, convened in
annual session. Follow
of Kansas City, St. Louis, Indianapo ing the adjournment of the
any previous yield.
grand lodge
More bananas are now being con lis Cincinnati, Columbus,
Pittsburgh meeting on Wednesday the delegates
sumed in Europe than ever before, phia;
will visit the Odd Fellows' home at
though the consumption there is still
Four years ago when tLey were 5 Cullman.
far less than that of the United and 9 years old, the two boys rpde
States. In New Orleans bananas form horseback from Guthrie, Okla., to San-thNEW ENGLAND O. OF P.
chief food of the poor. Bunches la Fe, N. M., and return, a distance
Boston, Mass.,
May 13. The sutoo ripe to ship are selling as low as! of 2,340 miles. Their second
ride, in preme lodge of the New England Or10 cents. The usual retail price here 1910, was from Oklahoma to New
York der of Protection held its 27th anis from 15 to 25 choice bananas for City to meet Colonel Roosevelt on his nual session in
SuBoston today.
five cents.
return from Africa. A year later the preme Warden Sherwood
reported a
two boys made a
ride flubstantial increase in membership
Foley Kidney Pills repay your con- across the continent from New Yorli for the year and a net gain of over
fidence in their he,' ling and curative to San Francisco in 62 days.
$125,000 in the relief and .benefit fund.
qualities. Any kidney or bladder disThe following officers were elected
ease not beyond the reach of medifor the year: supreme warden, Frank
CALIFORNIA ODD FELLOWS.
cine will yield to their use. Mrs. CorLos Angeles, Cal., May 13. From A. Hill of Cincinnati; supreme secredelia Copeland, Ardeola, Mo., says, "1 ail parts of California members of tary, Daniel H.
Frye of Massachu-- .
had kidney and bladder trouble for the Independent Order of Odd Fel- setts, and supreme treasurer, John
over a year and 5 bottles of Foley lows have arrivedhere to
participate P. Sanborn of Rhode Island.
Kidney Pills cured me." It is the in the sixty-firs- t
annual session of
sa'me story from every one who uses the
grand lodge. The attendance em- "KITTY" LEAGUE STARTS SEASON
them. All say, "they cured me," O. braces 900
Cairo, 111., May 13. The reorganized
delegates, representing a
G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug total membership of 10,000 in the "Kitty" baseball league
opened its seaStore.
state. The annual reports show a son today with games scheduled as folat Vincerines,
gain of three new lodges and 1,200 lows:
Harrisburg
K. OF. C. AT SCRANTON
members during the year.' But little Owensboro at Hopkinsvilie, Henderson
Scranton, Pa., May 13. The an- 'legislation is slated for the session. at Clarksvlllo and PaducaU at. Cairo.
nual state convention of the Knights Thomas H.
Selvage of San Francisco Since the close of last season Kvan:'-vill- e
of Columbus began in this city today will be elected
has been dropped from the cirgrand master in suc
with an attendance of delegates and cession to Charles L.
Snyder of San cuit and Vincennes, Ind , and 1 1 in
visistors from all the principal cities Jose
111., and Owensboro,
The Rebekahs, the women's
Ky., ta'ten
of Pennsylvania. Previous to the open- The schedule
auxiliary of the order, also hold their i" as new members.
ing of the business sessions this morn annual session here during the week. piovides for a season of 121 pp.
ires,
ing the delegates inarched to the cawtih September 14 as the closing date.
thedral for the celebration of a pontiINDIANA TEMPLARS MEET,
fical high mass. The convention will
Most Prompt and Effectual Cure for
Crawfordsville,
Iud., May 13.
continue until Thursday.
Bad Colds.
was
gayly decorated today
When you have a bald coid you
f
in honor of the Knights Templar of want a
Health a Factor In Success.
remedy that will not only give
The largest factor contributing to Indiana, who have assembled here for relief, but' effect a prompt and pera man's success Is undoubtedly health. the annual conclave of their
grand manent cure, a remedy that is pleasIt has been observed that a man Is commandery. Today was devoted ant to take, a remedy that contains
seldom sick when his bftwels are regChamberlain's
injurious.
to the reception of the visit-tor- nothing
ularhe Is never well when they are chiefly Tomorrow
Cough Remedy meets all these rewill
the
he
big
day
For constipation you
constipated.
quirements. It acts on nature's plan,
will find nothing quite so good as of the conclave.
In addition to the relieves the lungs, aids
Chamberlain's Tablets. They
not business sessions the program will opens the secretions andexpectoration,
restores th'
only move the bowels but improve include a
grand street parade, exhibi- system to a healthy contrition. This
the appetite and strengthen the diremedy has a world wide sale and
gestion.
They are sold by all deal- tion drills, a banquet, reception and use, and can always be
depended
dress ball.
ers.
upon, sold by all dealers.
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CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

SURPLUS
$50,000.00

0

dis-lii-

In the whole 'io?r
cr nurlicine
there is not a healing remedy that
will repair damage to the fiesh more
quickly than BALLARD'3 SNOW
LINIMENT. In cuts, wounds, sprains,
burns, scalds, and rheumatism, its
heating and penetrating power is extraordinary. Price 25c, 50c and $100
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
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President.
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LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK
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-

$30,000 00

Office With the San Miguel National Bank

VVm. Q. HAYDON

H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS
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President
President
Treasurer
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Morgan's Will Starts Controversy
Whether or not the good will of a
Through the Use of
business concern is taxable under the
inheritance law is a knotty problem Duffy's Pure HsRYffiltfcsy
v
Sickly, tired women, worn out with the
which the best legal talent of the city
FINEST QUALITY
LARCEST VARIETY
A
cea8iin
to
'Tscl'oltl
unravel
a
as result of the "T'i
trying
stores
in
long
death of or J. Plerpont Morgan. At will gain strength and a return to robust
the time of his death the value o his health by using
Pure Mult
good will to the firm of which he Duffy's as directed.
Whiskey
was, thehead was variously estimated It sharpens the appeat from" $3,000,000 to $10,000,000 and tite improves digestion, enriches the
MANY ARE WAITING UNTIL A CUT
NEW YORK HAS LAND VALUED AT visions of a fat inheritance tax in blood and quickens
i, . i
IS MADE BEFORE STARTING
this connection for the state rose in circulation. $1.00 at
EQUIPMENT.
$1,300,000,000;
of
most
its
grominds
officials.
even
the
NEW
druggists,
But
PROJECTS.
WORTH $40,000,000
before the value of such an Intangible cers and dealers.
The Dully Malt Wlilakey Co., Rochester, N. Y.
New York, May 13. The financial
New York, May 13. Holding land asset as good will oculd be agreed upon
the point was raised that good will
outlook,
though not lacking In favorworth $1,300,000,000, Father Knicker"CUT EDGE" the only Indies' shoe drcRsinp; that
could not be taxed any way.. Imme- When he finally did secure one after able features, is still confused by sevand 1'olwlu-- ladies'
pnwtivi'ly contain OH.
bocker is undoubtedly the greatest,
was
a
a
fifth
he
of
chiklrtin'8 tmots and shuea, shines without ruband
a
war
we'ting
century,
eral
surfundamental
The
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Chief
merry
began.
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bing,
world.
so
in
the
sat
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owner
of these is the monetary situation.
grateful that he immediately
municipal land
rogate judge sustained the1 claim of
"IMNmrmnihinatiou for clf.inln! and polishlnij
icincWof russet or tan shoes , 'tlx. "SIAR" sine, lite.
This is the most striking fact brought the appraiser of the state that it was down and wrote a letter to the trac- Loanable funds for short term use all"OUICK
WIirTE"(in linuid form withsnonwioni,.!,.
bill. are
a
tion
dollar
on
company
the
taxable
not
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to light by a search just completed
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although
onable rates. But capital requirealready paid
to discover the exact financial stand- the partnership agreement and the for the rare
boxes, with sponge, 10c. In handof the surviving partners Inprivilege of sitting down. ments are numerous and can only be packed in zinc
testimony
York
New
the
some, large aluminum boxes, with pnn!e, 25c.
city. Incidentally
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de- After nearly 12,000 rides during which satisfied at excessive rates.
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to stand, the ors at the moment have the upper the price WHfTTEM
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O H E BROS. & CO.,
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world's greatest corporations,
Albany Street, Cambridge, Mass.
because it passed to the shock of sitting was apparently too hand and often seem dispersed to 20-2will
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ertheless the greatest one within its
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capital.
corporation, that is the citizens, find to
the effect that upon the death of tience furnishes a touching testimo- shyness of investors is d.ue to exces- and there is strong hope uiat the ex
matters in a fairly satisfactory condiformer partners no allowance had nial to the attractiveness of Brook- sive caution resulting from a con- treme cuts will be modified in the
tion, since each one of them Is in a been made for an interest in
the good lyn as a place of residence, his dollar fused outiook. In a large number of senate before the bill becomes law.
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BE SCENE OF A
HANGING
DEMECIO DELGADILLO WILL PAY
ON
FRIDAY
FOR
PENALTY
KILLING SWEETHEART

Albuquerque N. M., May 13. The
unloading of u wagon load of lumber
in the Bernalillo county jail yard this
afternoon, followed bv the arrival of
Dwight Wheeler with hia chest of carpenter tools, marked the first actual
preparation for the hanging of Deme-clDelgadillo, which is scheduled to
take place Friday, May 16. Wheeler
has carefully planned to blulld the
scaffold and will construct it so as to
pi event if possible any accident at
the time of the hanging.
Although it has not yet been announced officially, it Is understood that
Delgadillo will be brought to Albuquerque Wednesday evening from Santa
Pe, where he has been for the last few
months in the state penitentiary.
No hope is now held out by Delga-dillo'- s
friends that Governor McDonald
will commute his sentep.ee to Ufa imprisonment.
Provided Delgadillo is hanged next
1'Viday, he will be the fourth man to
pay the death penalty legally in Bernalillo county.
Milch Yarberry, town
marshal of
was hanged in Old
Albuquerque,
Town, near the present county court
house, in 18S3. He was convicted for
the murder of Alox Campbell, who
was shot in 1881 at a place near
v here the Alvarado hotel now stands.
Yarberry had previously shot and
killed a man named Harry Brown. It
remains to this day a disputed question whether Campbell was killed by
Yarberry or by Frank Boyd, assistant
(own marshal. Yarberry and Boyd,
it was claimed at the time, fired at
Campbell
simultaneously, both .men
coming out of Sfurgis' saloon at almost the same instant and shooting
at Campbell, who was intoxicated and
brandishing a revolver.
D'onieio Sandoval was banged in Old
Town in 180."), having been convicted
of first degree murder on November
I'l. and sentenced to death on December r.. the execution taking place soon
thereafter. Sandoval shot and a killed
a sheep herder.
Jose P. TJnix was handed in Old
Town on December 2, 1898, for the
murder of Patricio O'Hannon, a small
bey. Ruiz was executed in a dance
bs.11, since torn down, and which stood

nerve-rackin-

g

clays of con-

stant torture what sleepless nlfc'hts of
terrible agony itch itch. Itch, constant itch, until it seemed that I "must
tear off my very skin then
Instant relief my skin cooled, soothed
ami healed!
The very first drops of D.D.D. Prescription for Eczema stopped that awful
itch instantly: yes, the very moment
D.D.D. touched the burning skin the torture ceased. A 25c bottle proves it.
D.D.D. has been known for years as
the only absolutely reliable eczema
remedy, for it wasbes away the disease
germs and leaves the skin as clear and
healthy as that of a child. D.D.D. PreAll other drugjdsts have
you can't come
scription go to them It some
to us but don't accept
big profit
substitute. "
But if vou come to our store, we are
so certaln'of what D.D.D. will do for you
that we olt'er -you a full size bottle on

.

H

at

that time next to Pat Gleason's
called the Gold Star.
saloon, now
Ruiz, together with Donaciano Garcia,
intoxicated, rode together through the
streets of Old Town, new town and
Barelas, firing revolvers. In Barelas,
Ruiz shot at two small boys, killing
He was captured
young O'Bannon.
the same night, by a posse made up of
Sheriff Tom Hubbell, Town Marshal
Fred Fornoff, and a number of other
local officers. The capture was made
west of the Rio Grande.
Garcia, Ruiz's pal, hanged himself
in the county jail heer in 1899, having
become insane.
Frank Boyd, thought to have fired
the shot that killed Alex Campbell in
met an equally tragic end. He
was assissinated on the Navajo reservation some years after Yarberry was
executed, his body having been cut
into several hundred pieces.
There were two hangings in Bernalillo county in 1880 both lynchings.
Perfecto Armijo, then sheriff of the
county, bad gone out and single handed captured California Joe and five
other desperadoes. On his way home
vi it It the
prisoners, Armijo was attacked and four of them were taken away
from him near Bernalillo and lynched.
two
Arriving in Albuquerque with
men, Armijo, in the saddle for three
days without food or sleep, turned the
prisoners over to Frank Reese, the
coroner. Reese was unable to protect
the men and they were hanged by a
mob of 56 men a short distance from
the county court house.
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A slight cold
cihcn hoids possibilities of a t:ave
on sudden-- '
"!():
'y cvr-.or .uif !)'' is or pneumonia may develop, severe catarrhal troubles and
consumption are possible results. Foley's Honey and Tar Compound nips
a cold at the outset, cures croup,
uicUly checks a deepseatea cough,
Hid heals inflamed membranes.
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What more can we do to convince you that you positively
can find perfect health and relief from your suffering by
?
All the
using Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
made
been
have
world knows of the wonderful cures which
wosome
by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, yet
is
true.
it
for
is
claimed
men do not yet realize that all that
If suffering women could be made to believe that
this grand old medicine will do all that is claimed foi it,
how quickly their suffering would end
We have published in the newspapers of the United States
more genuine testimonial letters than have ever been published in the interest of any other medicine for women in
the world and every year we publish many new testimonials, all genuine and true.
!
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Read What These Women Say!
'

" I wish to
DhuTton, Ohio.
thank you for the Rood I derived
from Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeta-

ble Compound sometime ago. I
suffered each month such agony
that I could scarcely endure, and
after taking three bottles of Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComI was entirely cured.
pound
" Then 1 had an attack of organic
inflammalion and took Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
and I am cured. I thank you for
what your remedies have done for
me and should anything bother
me again, I shall use it again, for
I have great faith in your remedies. You may use my testimonial and welcome. 1 tell every

one what your remedies hava
done for me." Mrs RitonA Win-gat- e,
Box 31)5, Bluffton, Ohio.

Pentwater, Mich. "A year ago
I was very weak and the doctor
said I had a serious displacement.
I had backache and bearing down
pains so bad that I could not sit
in a chair or walk across the floor
and 1 was in severe pain all the
time. I felt discouraged as I had
taken everything I could think of
and was no better. I began taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and now I am
strong and healthy." Mrs. Alick
P. D. No. 2, Pox 77,
Darling, K.Mich.
Pentwa'er,

For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
remedy for
Compound lias been the standard
ills. No one sick with woman's ailments
if she does not try this fadoes justice to
mous medicine made from roots and herbs, it
bas restored so many suffering women to health.
le-ma- le
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Write to LYDIA

r-m-

E.PITSKIIAM MEMCIXE CO.

v (COSFIDENmL)LYNN,MASS.,foradvice.
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
--

by

a woman and held in strict confidence.
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covery that "the1 crowd" misunderstands the celebration of a hundred
years of peace between tha United
States and Great Britain, and that
"there are many who' think that the
purpose of this whole movement Is
to bring America to the service of
England in order to fight Germany."
That's what It is to be a great
psychologist Nobody except Prof.
Munsterberg and "the crowd" would
have scented this scandalous plot
against the peace and dignity of the
German
Empire.
Everybody else
thought the celebration was arranged
to commemorate a hundred years of
peace between two great nations, not
to prepare for war against a trird.
It is not too late to defeat the machinations of the conspirators now that
Prof. Munsterberg has exposed them.
To that end we respectfully offer a
resolution that Andrew Carnegie be
delivered over, to the captain of the
Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse at the
North German Lloyd pier in Hoboken
and held, there as a hbstage during
the celebration. New York World.
MISSING VERSES FOUND

May 13. Some
verse3 of the New Testament are
of the
$2.00 included In the manuscripts
One Year
$1.00 Gospels discovered in Egypt six years
Six Months
ago and purchased
by Charles Ik
Freer of Detroit, Mich., according to
(Cash In Advance for Mail Subscrip- a
study made of the Freer manu
tions.)
scripts
by the Times.
Remit by draft, check or money or.
A fac simile of the manuscripts has
der. If sent otherwise we will not
been presented to the British museum
be responsible for loss.
by the University of Mlchlgan.to which
Specimen copies free on
Mr. Freer assigned the task of publication, and, according to the Times,
there have been found In the Gospel
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT of St. Mark several verses that do, not
occur in other known manuscript of
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
the New Testament, although they
PAID FOR
were known to St. Jerome, who quotes
part of them.
WEEKLY

OPTiC AND STOCK
GROWER

London,

Advertisers era guaranteed the
largest daily end weekly circulation
of any newspaper lu northern New

THUNDER IN IOWA.
Des Moines, Iowa, May 13. One of
the heaviest wind and electric storms
so far this season swept over Iowa
early today, and caused considerable

Mexico.
i
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TEr.EHTONES
BUSINESS OFFICE
NEWS DEPARTMENT

long-missin- g

Main
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Main
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damage to telegraph and telephone
wires. The storm appeared heaviest
in the south central part of the state,
TUESDAY, MAY 13, 1913.
particularly at .Madrid, according to
weather bureau reports.
AS A GUA KAN'S EE OF l'EACF
In Des Moines ' a rainfall of .52
Inches was recorded. Aside from the
Prof. Hugo Munsterberg of Harvard demoralization of wire communication
has made the highly important dis little damage was reported.
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COMMENCEMENT

10 BEGIN NEXT
SUNDAY

MAY 13, 1913.

H. Landau.
May 20 Class piay at Duncan opera
house, at 8:30 o'clock.
May 21 Commencement exercises,
Duncan opera house at S:30 o'clock;
address by Dr. David R. Boyd, of Albuquerque.
'
May 22 Eighth grade graduating
exercises, High school at?2 o'clock.

ARE
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
LOCKING FORWARD TO AN INTERESTING WEEK

RARCIA IS BOUND
TO THE GRAND

J URY
SLAYER OF GABRIEL GALLEGOS
SENT TO JOIL, BEING
TO GIVE BOND.

PLAYS AND PLAYERS.

E

Fritizi Scheff win revive "Mile.
The commencement exercises
of
the Las Vegas High school will begin Modiste."
on Sunday night.
"Within the Law" is to have a LonThe graduating
class this year, although no- as luige don production.
as that of last year, is made up of
George Arliss is soon to close his
excellent students. The class of 1913 third season in "Disraeli."
i? composed of nine students, eight
Edgar Selwyn has written a play in
which Bruce McRae will star.
giris and one bey:
Richard Carle, with ten girls, may
The commencement address will be
delievered by President David R. Boyd appear in a singing and dancing act
"
of the University of New Mexico. This in vaudeville.
Harry LauUer returned to Europe
wlil be the first appearance of President Boyd in Las Vegas. Dr. Boyd the other day, having cleared up over
is considered one of the most able ?100,000 on his last tour.
Gaby Deslys and Harry Pilcer will
educators in the state, and his address to the graduating class doubt- again appear together in London
less will be interesting and instruc- music halls during the coming summer.
tive.
W. H. Crane has been extensively
The class sermon is to be delivered
booked
for next season to appear in
by Dr. Jacob H. Landau of this city.
Dr. Landau is considered one of the his latest, "When the Senator Keeps
most able speakers in the southwest. House."
It is reported that Elsie Janis is to
The class play will be given on
in a vaudeville sketch called
Tuesday of commencement week and appear
"And
Lived Happily Ever AfThey
is expected to be a worthy production. The play will be staged under ter."
Margaret Anglin has just returned
the management of Miss Katherlni
from a trip abroad, during which she
in
the
Davis,
tha
English tencher
made efforts to find some new play
High school.
for her use.
suitable
The graduating exercises of the
Ethel
Earrymore is nieeLing with
occur
on
will
22
at
eighth grade
May
the High school. All music for the great success in vaudeville in Richcommencement exercises will be giv- ard Harding Davis' latest playlet,
en by members of the school.
This "Miss Civilization."
Thomas Meighan and his wife,
is the first time in the history of the
Frances
Ring, will be leading man
schools
the
that
public
music for the
commencement exercises has been and woman of a stock company refurnished entirely by members of he cently organized in LoS Angeles.
schools. Mrs. Charles Kohn, music instructor for. the public schools, has
SOCIALIST IS EXPELLED
trained the students for commenca-men- t
Buffalo, N. Y., May 13. At a stormy
week. Anticipations for a most session of the United Trades and La- successful commencement are high or council, which lasted from 8
among the students.
o'clock last night until early this
The program for the week is as
morning, W. Frank Cattell, a socialist .was ousted from membership in
May 16 Junior banquet at Plaza the council.
The formal
charge
hotel.
against him was that he had made
May 18 Class
sermon, Duncan slanderous statements about, the counopera house at 8 o'clock by Dr. Jacob cil's business agents.

As far as could be learned, Garcia
was not intoxicated. He was armed
with a large .44 caliber Co'it's revol
ver. Such a weapon would be diffi
cult to fire accidentally. The deputy
district attorney is undecided as to
whether the weapon was discharged
by accident or Garcia, wishing to kill
Gallegos, created a situation which
would enable him to claim an acci-

Ramon
Garcia the man who
and almost instantly killed Gabriel
Gallegos, adopted son of Sheriff Roman Gallegos, at San Jose yesterday,
was bound over to the grand jury
yesterday afternoon after a hearing
before Justice Jose D. Segura of that
precinct His bond was fixed at
which he was unable to produce.
The' man was given into the custody
of Sheriff Gallegos, who expected to
bring him to Las Vegas this afternoon.
Garcia will be kept in the
county jail here until he is able to
put up the bond. Asthe grand jury
will meet here next Monday morning
with the opening of the spring term
of the district court, Garcia will not
have long to await its action in his
$5,-00-

case.
When Garcia was brought into Justice Segura's court yesterday afternoon he waived preliminary examination. This was disappointing to As-

sistant District Attorney Chester A.
Hunker, who hoped the hearing would
result in bringing out additional facts
in regard to the killing. A coroner's
inquest, which was held previous to
the hearing, resulted in a verdict to
the effect that Gabriel Gallegos had
met his death at the hands of Ramon
Garcia.
The

district attorney
assistant
larned in San Jose that Garcia, immediately preceding the departure of
the wedding party of Manuel Segura
and his bride from the parish church
yesterday morning, asked the village
justice of the peace If he might fire
his revovlver in honor of the bride
and groom. The permjssion, it is understood, was granted. As the wedding guests, of whom young Gallegos
was one, approached, Garcia fired his
revolver. He fired a second time, and
Gallegos fell to the ground, mortally
wounded. People who witnessed the
shooting" are undecided as to whether
at was accidental or intentional.

dent had occurred.after deliberately
slaying his victim.
San Jose and the country near the
village is stirred up over the trial.
is almost broKen-hearteSheriff Gallegos
as he reared his fostor son
from the time the later was a few
months of age and loved Mm as he
would a natural son.
The funeral of Gabriel Gallegos was
held this morning at 9 o'clock from
the parish church at San Jose. Assistant District Attorney Hunker, who
returned 'iast night from San Jose,
said Garcia's bullet struck Garcia in
the right arm, entered his side ana
followed a straight course through tne
body, puncturing the heart and both
lungs. The bullet could1 be felt under
the skin on the left side of the chest,
by Mr. Hunker and other persons
who examined the body.
,
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
more
New York,
May 13. The
cheerful tone of the foreign markets

when they reopened after a triple
holiday had some effect on trading
here today. This influence was reinforced by moderate buying for London accounts.
continued to characUncertainty
terize the
dealings. Professionals
operated in a hesitatin'g manner, their
reluctance to take a decided stand in
the market being ascribed to various
unsettled problems hanging over the
market. ' In spite of this hesitancy,
there was a firm undertone and when
it became evident
that pressure
against several stocks failed to shake
the general list, prices moved definUnion Pacific, Steel,
itely upward.
Amalgamated, Chesapeake and Ohio
and the coalers rose sharply. Bonds
were irregular.
Completion of the forenoon demonstration against the shorts took the
vim out of the market, and speculaSouthern Pation became sluggish.
cific returned to its lowest, but the
general list averaged well above yesterday's closing.
The resilency shown by the general
market in face of the decline in Canadian Pacific caused a late demand

for the standard stocks. Reading advanced to above 160 and there was a
distinct improvement in Union Pacific, Steel, Lehigh and other favorite
shares.
The market closed strong. Bull
operators were encouraged by the
ease with which prices advanced, and
promptly put out a wide variety of
Various important
buying orders.
stocks were carried a point or so
above yesterday's close. Among them
were Union and Southern
Pacific,
Steel, Reading, Lehigh and Amalgamated.
The dosing sales were as follows:
Amalgamated Copper
1g
110
Sugar
Atchison
99
160
Reading
Southern Pacific
96
Union

'

Pacific

149

United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

60V4,

106',;

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, May 13. Favorable crop
prospects, both domestic and foreign,
had, a weakening effect today on
wheat. The opening was unchanged
to
down.
July started at 83
to
a decline of
to
and
eased off to 89'i. The close was
1 net lower at
weak with July
...
,.

S9,

S8.

July corn started unchanged to Ya
to lower at, 564 to 56
and descend
ed to
The close was weak
.

at 55
for July,
under
last night.
July oats, which opened the same
as last night to
down at 36 to 39
seemed inclined to keep within that
range.
Neglect made provisions drag. First
saies were a shade to 7 lower, with
July pork $19.20; lard $10.75; ribs
$11. The closing quotations were:
Wheat, May 89; July 88; Septem
ber 88.
Corn, May 55; July "o; Septem-ber 56.
Oats, May P,7Vi; July 35; September 36i8.
Pork, May $19.02; July $19.30;
September $19. 07.
.Lard, May $10.92: July $10.80;
September $10.85.
Ribs, May $11.50; July $11.02';
September $10.90.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money If It
fails to cure. E W. GROVE'S signature is on each box. 25c.
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For Summer Dresses
25c fan?;- - tan linene suiting, 27
inches wide, per yard
....19c
27 inch mercerized poplins, any

22j

25c white picque, narrow cord, 27
inches wide, per yard
26c
35c plain or fancy cotton voiles,
26c
very soft and clingy
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an excellent assortment of pretty
terns, per yard

pat-

...6c

good coutil corset, well
boned,
very comfortable length, supporters
sizes 18 to 28, one to a customer, for

Lord and TayIor,summer gauze under-vestsleeveless, regular sizes for women, full length, 20c garments, for

ONLY

ONLY

T

if 1

IT

CENTS

TT TT1 TT

Sis its

C

no. I

Reduced

15 TO

A timely hint to June brides as well as to all others
who are needing beautiful snow white undermuslins. The

line contains, dozens of lovely corset covers, drawers, petticoats, slips, gowns and combination suits. Dou't miss
this splendid opportunity to fill up your want list.

9Sc

inch Unbleached Muslin, a very
good weight, 10 yards for. . . . .'. .75c
27 inch Zebra Feather Ticking, reg18c
ular 25c quality, per yard
3C inch Lonsdale Hope Muslin, regular 12c, per yard
Bleached Sheeting, Pepperell,
25c
per yard
Unbleached Sheeting, Pepperell
-24c
per yard
3(5

9c

OFF

LOT HO.

Shoe Department

?praa
tJvw

IF YOU WILL ASK FOR
THEM With every paJr of
Shoes Costing One Dollar or
Over Women's, Children's,
Boy's or Men's. '

2

Miscellaneous

We guarantee every one of the suits in this lot to come
up to any $30 suits' shown anywhere. We offer them at
i

on Our. Entire Stock of
Pair of Stockings
worth 25 cents

Lonsdale Muslin

4

ON ALL SILK DRESSES

Priaao-.-Noi-

DOMESTICS
1

an

25

CENTS

36 inch Bleached
10 yards for

THURSDAY, FRIDAY end SATURDAY, MAY 15th, 16th and 17th
The Last Week of Our Most Extraordinary SJe of

ALL MUSLIN, UNDERWEAR
REDUCED 25 PER CENT

12c

UNDERWEAR

A

A

OUR BEST QUALITY PERCALES
QUOTED AT INTERESTING PRICES.
NONE RESERVED.

per yard

CORSETS

$1.00 and $1.25

1&.9Q

ilaiiy izsde

Mppnrei

Boys' Wool Pants,
full run of sizes, pair
89c
65c Palbriggan Union Suits for
48c
boys, each
G5o Summer Caps, assorted colors,
for;boys,

LATE ARRIVALS

each....;. ..'..":"...',. 49c

65c Lisle , Thread
black only, per

Ladies'

pair.

i
c

old,

not
15
In ,1
'!

""1
1

1

TO

f i

i

o

65c to $2.5Q

One lot of white canvass shoes, Oxfords or pumps for children, worth $1,
$1.25 and $1.35 per pair, your choice
'.
for
89o

-

Hats. We show them from
'

The children's new wash suits and dresses are very
unique in style and quality. We have they from 2 up to
15
years. It's a great assembly. If your are interested we will be glad to show them.

IS m

T T
C-'-

-

JUL

X.

48o

4 PAIRS
BATCHELOR
FRIEND
SOX GUARANTEED FOR 4 MONTHS
FOR $1.00.
,

ha.-

OFF ALL SUIT CASES, BAGS
AND TRUNKS.
5

rati
;

Hose,

just brought us a. new
bunch of Children's Nobby Summer
Express

turi
.'.1

I

1

.

A

Qt2,3B

15c Manchester Percale, fine patterns,
26 inches wide, guaranteed to wash,

Extra Specie

of-Quality-

T

llc

PEIiCALES:

Extra Special

OPPOSITE CASTAMEOA HOTEL

CENTS

7c

10c Book Fold percale, 31 inches wide,

f

ONLY

LOT

7c

tit;

Store

7,

Consists of very excellent suits, worth from $16.50 to
$22.50. If you are thinking of getting a suit don't fail to
see these. Your Choice

Genuine Amoskeag Apron Ginghams, per yard
15c Dress Ginghams, good wash
Uatterns, per yard
12a Amoskeag Dress Ginghams
book fold, per yard
10c
10c Favorite Dress Ginghams, 27
inch, per yard.....

iy
tis
ca

"The

isw

Kayser Short Silk Gloves, white,
double
thick and colors, sizes 6 to
tips, every pair guaranteed, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday's pric-C3c

E. Las Vstgas

shade, pw yard

1

I

If if

(J (3
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'

A fine assortment of summer wMsU,
worth up to $1.7s, the newest wodtls
brought out for 1913. A:! sizes here,
your choice for
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LAS VEGAS
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Full Assortment of

Sfr

Simon Vorenburg of Wagon Mound
was a business visitor In Las Vegas
today.
J. E. Powers of Santa Fe came in
last night for a few days' business
visit.
Joe Hile of Watrous came .in this
morning for a few days' visit In the

IIP

,

BLOUSES

Norfolk styles with Fatent
Leather Belts.Tennis style,
Sailor style, with white,
red and blue collars. Also
various other styles at

Hoffman

Graubarth

&

Ascntt for the NEW IDEA 10c Pattern!

PHONE MAIN 104
sTuaagaaggEaaawiHWERawiwiiiwiiiWki

SATURDAY NIGHT
HI3ETTE CONCERT COMPANY OF
CHICAGO WILL BE THE AT- TRACTION

this afternoon for a short visit with
friends here.
G. a. Fleming left this morning for
the northern part of the state for a
'
few days' business trip.
in
came
yesJr.,
Carleton,
Murray
terday afternoon from Watrous for a
short visit in Las Vegas.
Bias Sanchez' came in this afternoon from his home at Wagon Mound
for a few days' business visit.
"
J. D.'Hand came In from the Hand
ranch at Los Alamos last night for
a few days' business visit in Las Vegas.

'

Gilbert Rosenwald returned last
night from Kansas City where he has
been for the past few weeks on business.
H. C. Appelgate, representative tor
the Eli and Walker Gent3' Furnishing
company, was a business visitor in the
city today.
Robert Elkhart, representative for
the Parke Davis company of Detroit,
Mich., was a business visitor in Las
Vegasj today.
Max Krause of Mora left this morning for that place after having been
a business visitor here for the past

next Saturday evenC. A. hall when the
company of Chicago,
This company is a
first class troupe and comes to Las
Vegas with good recommendations.
Superintendent S. E. Busser of the
Santa Fe reading rooms, says about
this company:
"I have a big file of recommendations
of this company. The letters come
from railway offices and general officials of great corporations. All investigations assure me that Mrs.
and her star performers will
take high rank in this season's entertainments. We have had great dancers, but none just like these two
youn ladies, who have made a special study of interpretive dancing and
their poetry of movement and grace
of form will present a new theory
of the Terpsichorean art. During the
season I have been careful to select
readers who "put on things," and Miss
Xi :
belongs to that class. Mrs.
Hibbette and Mr. Weeks will present
studies,' but will ever be
ready for the melodies which, have
charmed a world. .So here they are
for your generous reception."
will be given on
ing at the Y. M.
Hibbette Concert
III., will appear.

Hib-liett- e

e

ATTEMPT UPON BUSCH
13. Adolphus
Louis.
St.
May

brewer,
1'usca, the
arrived in St. Louis toaay from Pasadena. At the Union station "he walked down the steps of his private car
to a wheeled chair, in which he was
taken to a waiting automobile.
Members of the Busch party knew
nothing at the time of an attempt of
an armed man to board their car just
as it was leaving Kansas City last
night. Bert Miller, a flagman, , was
on the rear platform. lie struck at
the man with a flag and the man
dropped from the train.
e

Subscribe for The Optic.

JEWELRY
SPECIAL

d

If you desire to avail yourself of this kind of banking: service, we will be glad to have you do
your banking with us.

WE INVITE YOUR. ACCOUNT

THE PEOPLES BANK
-

Capital

F. C. Searle, sales agent for the
Vermejo Coa'i and Coke company of
El Paso, was a business visitor In
Las Vegas today.
D. E. Lane, representative for the
Wilson Brothers Men's Furnishing
company of St. Louis, was a business
visitor here today.
A. H. Stevens, general traveling
agent for the St. Louis and San Francisco. Railway company, was a business visitor here today.
Mrs. M. F. Schmidt and daughter,
Mrs. J. C- - Culley, have left for California where they will visit relatives
and friends for several weeks.
George E. Hey don, connected with
the accounting
department of the
Santa Fe Railway company, was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs. George Pritchett returned this afternoon from Denver
where they have been for the past
few weeks, visiting friends and relatives.
T. T. Turner, who recently leased a
number of ranches for the purpose of
raising cattle, was a business visitor
in the city today from the Wright
ranch.
Assistant District Attorney Chester
Hunker returned last night from San
Jose where he had been for a short
time investigating the killing of Gabriel Gallegos, which occurred there
yesterday.
W. F. Crane of Denver will arrive
in the city within the next few days
to enter the employ of the Rosentt
f urniture company as head salesman,
taking the place of Mr. Mulheman,
who recently went to Salt Lake City.
E. A. Edison, representative for the
Edison Commonwealth Electrical company, was a business visitor la Las
Vegas this afternoon. Mr.. Edison 13
a distant relative to the famous inventor, Thomas A. Edison. He lives
in Denver.
J. W. Winder of Sheridan, Wyo.,
came in this afternoon for a short
visit in Las Vegas. Mr. Winder
is the state missionary of the Sunday
sh cools of the Presbyterian church
and is here on Sunday school business. '
H. M. Sweezy, a former resident of
Las Vegas, but now located at Kansas City, came in last night on his
way from Kansas City to San Francisco," where he will attend the National Trainmen's convention which
is to be held in that city the latter
part of this month. "Mr. Sweezy left
this afternoon for San Franpisco. ,
1

z

ment to investigate a "leak" through
which during the last four months
several relatively important plans of
ships and al3o minor document have
disappeared. Navy officials are in
clined to minimize the importance of
the losses.

Rb.J.C. UliLEY

HAD

...OFFICERS...

Geo. H. Hunker. Vice President
Ivo W. Lively,
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary

this is the famous
HOTPOINT

glad-iro- n

The iron others imitate.
The ideal iron!
No more cldtime, stoveheated, smudgy sad irons that took hours to heat,
to
cool too quickly. No more ih3 sweating, tiresome task of laboring in a stuffy,
only
'and its after-fatigustifling kitchen. No mere the drerd of ironing-da- y
Now women iron the HOTPOINT way. Take their work out in the shade
Attach to any lamp socket and begin to iron.

of the porch or a cool anteroom.

Element guaranteed ten years!

lOMi ILLNESS

Six pound irphf: Three-fifty- .
High-l- y
HOTPOINT irons have a heavy metal soleplate that is
of
Asbestos
sides.
that
and
bottom
prevents
overheating
polished
detachable
with
bottom.
to
back
of
forces
and
heat
Easily
points
plug
eight
top
non-warpin-

heat-deflecto-

HE IMPORTED LOR.
Denver, May 13. Violation of the

After

10

monthsof intense but

$111,000

W. Harris. President

DEAD

BEEN A RESIDENT OF LAS
VEGAS SINCE THE EARLY
EIGHTIES.

-

Cleofes Romero, Vice President
Assistant Secretary
Sigmund Nahm, Cleofes Romero, Chas. Danzlger, Daniel Cassidy, D. L. Batchelor, Clemente Padllla, Jose
A. Baca, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris, Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer B. Veeder, Josd Felix Esquibel,
J. E. Brown, Bernhardt Appel, George II. Hunker.

John
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AFTER

TRUST CO.
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few days.

Thi next Santa Fe entertainment

hUh-srad-

city.
Mis. Arthur Lowe of Lamy came in

BANKING - GOOD SERVICE

BOYD PLANNING A
CALIFORNIA

'

MIDDY

COPS GOT FREE RIDES
York, May 13. Police Commissioner Waldo began an investigation today of reports that men high
in the uniformed police forced were
presented with free transportation by
the Yellow Taxicab company under
the guise of charge accounts. These
accounts, according to the company's
books, were never paid, although the
company sent each of the men a reTHINKS HE WILL DISPOSE OF
ceipted bill every month.
NEWMAN, GIVING HIM RIGHT
Two Inspectors and two captains
TO TACKLE COASTERS
were the first questioned by Mr. Walhas un- do. The district attorney
"We are making preparations to go
earthed evidence to show that certain
to
California after the Newman-Boybeen
have
presented
employes
city
with taxicab rides which would have fight," was the statement of Bud
cost them $25,000 annually. Tho com- Boyd and Manager Means last night.
some time ago
pany has many private stands in the Bud made a statement
to the effect that if he lost this fight
streets.
he would not go to the coast.
Manager Means and Bud evidently
PRUSSIAN GENERAL KILLED
are
confident of success. Boyd work13. Major
Munich, Bavaria, May
ed out last night as usual, and put in
General Von Lewinski, the Prussian a
hard practice. He is working faithmilitary attache to Bavaria, was killand is expected to give the fans
fully
ed here today by a supposed lunatic,
Bud
a
?cod run for their money.
at
who fired thiee revolver shots
boxed with two boys last night. He
him. A sergeant of police also was
displayed fast footwork and a livew
killed.
punch. Tonight and tomorrow night
Tue man, whose name is Straffer, ly
will be the last hard workouts that
attacked the general in a crowded
Bcyd vill take before the fight. On
street, first firing several shots at
he will take a light workThursdays
him and then turning the weapon on
and
finish easy for the fight on
out
Police Sergeant Pollender, who dashnight.
assistance. The Friday
ed to the .officer's
Newman has made the necessary
was killed by a shot
policeman
weight and will do only light work
through his heart.
from now until the night the fight
General Von Lewinski was still comes off.
alive when picked up. He was taken
"I am in condition to meet Boyd
to the hospital in an ambulance, but
was the statement of Newtonight,"
died shortly afterward.
man
last
night, Louie is confident
Tho assailant was meanwhile seizwill be the winner of this
he
that
ed by a crowd of people who tried to
bout and Is making preparations to
lynch him and succeeded in seriously
this fight to the already large
add
injuring him before he was rescued list of battles won.
by the police.
The tickets for the mill are gom:?
fast. Promoter Charles O'Malle exNAVY LOOKING FOR "LEAK."
pects a larger crowd at this fight than
13. Special has ever attended any fight here with
May
Washington,
agents of the department of justice, the one exception of the Yoakum-Unholevent.
officers of a nationally known detective agency and; the local police have
been called in by the navy departNew
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he-

roic suffering, Mrs. Jeannette Curzon
federal law which prohibits the
'
Richley passed to the silent beyond
portation of contract labor is the this
morning at 3:40 o'clock. Mrs.
charge made against J. M. Archuleta,
died of heart complications.
Richley
a
a citizen of Colorado, in complaint
was born in Water-towMrs.
Richley
filed today in tba United States dison
N. Y.,
January 23, 1S0. Actrict court by U"Ued States Attorney
husband to this city
her
H. E. Kelly. Archuleta is accused of companying
80's she has continuousin
the
early
bringing four unskilled Mexican
resided liere.
workmen into the United States from ly
Of
a retiring and domestic disposiAgua Prieta, Mexico, under contract
her
life was devoted to her heme
tion,
to work for him.
and family. She is survived by a
h'Jsband and daughter, Miss JeanCOLORED METHODISTS MEET
nette Richley. The date of the funerThe district conference and Sunday al will be announced tomorrow.
school convention of the A. M. E.
Tho services will be conducted at
church, Colorado conference of the the Richley residence, by Rev. J. S.
Albuquerque P. E. district, convening Moore, rector of St. Paul's Memorial
Mrs.
in this city, opened its session at 9:30 Episcopal church, of which
o'clock today In Bethel A. M. E. Richley was a member, and in health,
church on Main street.
a regular attendant.
The presiding elder, Rev. S. D. Lov- ell of Missouri, officiated. He preach
ed the opening sermon from 2 Cor.
im-

contact. Wire connections securely
tached stand that saves all lifting.

r

Cool, well shaped handle.

cable-clampe-

An electric iron that's unequalled

.
6 lb.

At-

,

style S3. 50;

3 lb.,

$3.00.

n,

LAS VEGAS LIGHT & POWER

N

ft

COflPANY

J

4:5, after which the conference organized with Rev. J. M. Endlcott,
secretary; Rev. H. B. Perry, reporter
to the city papers; Mr. I. A. Gilstrap,
marshal. The Sunday school delegates

B

DREADNOUGHT-BUIL-

BY

BRYAN

organized officiallly this afternoon.
The delegation is not very large. It HE CALLS IT "FRIENDSHIP"
ADDRESSING THE GHENT
represents Durango, Alamosa, La JunCOMMISSIONERS.
.
ta, Walsenburg, Rouse and Trinidad,
Las
and
Santa
Fe
Colo., Albuquerque,
,

Vegas, N. M.

SCIENTIFIC PEOPLE
PLEASE TAKE HEED

Washington,

May 13.

IN

3

i!HiniilwiM,H"ig

Omaha

TODAY'S BASEBALL

Des Moines
Sioux City

10
8
7

Wichita

5

--

.476 believes she was the victim of some

11
12
12

.400 clever snatch-thie- f
yesterday and that
.36S the necklace was stolen from a gold.2?S en- mesh bag she caried over her wrist

16

while
National League.
Chicago at New York; clear.
Pittsburg at Philadelphia; clear.

YESTERDAY'S

shopping.

BASEBALL
MATTY'S GOOD RECORD

National League

Running along witk Walter JohnAt New York New York, 5; Chica- son in his efforts to pitch a record
Cincinnati at Brooklyn; clear.
number of scoreless innnings is
go, 1.
St. Louis at Boston; cloudy.
At Brooklyn Brooklyn, 4; Cincin- "Christy" Mathewson, whose admirers
American League.
are expecting to see him set a new
nati, 3.
Philadelphia at Chicago; clear.
At Boston Boston, 6,-- St. Louis, 4. record for perfect control.
New York at Cleveland; clear.
Tho star pitcher of the New York
At Philadelphia Philadelphia,
6;
Washington at St Louis; clear.
Nationals finished his
Pittsburgh, 5.
Boston at Detroit; clear.
inning yesterday without a base on
American Association.
American League
balls.
No games scheduled.
"Matty" has given only two
At. St. Louis Washington, 2; St. passes this year, both In the first game
Western LeagueVj
he pitched against Boston April 17.
Louis, 0.
Omaha at Wichita; clear.
At Detroit Detroit, 8; Boston, 7.
Sioux City at Topeka; clear.
At Cleveland New York, 4; CleveLABOR COMMISSIONER QUITS
Des Moines at Denver; cloudy.
land, 3.
Washington, May 13. Dr. Charles
St. Joseph at Lincoln; cloudy.
At Chicago Philadelphia, 3; Chica- P. Neill, United States commissioner
of labor since 1905 and recently made
go, 0.
a
STANDING OF CLUBS
Western League
commissioner of labor statistics in the
At Denver Denver 11; Omaha, 5. new department of labor, resigned toNational League.
. Won .Lost Pet.
At Lincoln Lincoln, 1; Siou City, day to take a position outside the
Club
..684
6
government. .service. He was prominPhiladelphia-- - r-- v. . .
8
.652
At Topeka Topeka, 4; St. Joseph, ently identified with the arbitration
15
Brooklyn
3.
of many noted wage disputes under
...r'. .15 ; II
Chicago
At Wichita Wichita,' 15;
Des the Knlttmn act.
.542
11
13
St. Louis
(

forty-sevent-

Foreign dele-

gates in this country preparing tor
the centenary celebration of the
treaty of Ghent departed today for
Philadelphia after being the guests
of John A. Stewart of New xotr at
a breakfast at the Army and Navy
club.

Secretary Bryan today bade the
TAKE YOUR MIRROR TO THE TOP
from the empire farewell In
OF THE HOUSE AT NOON
the name of the United States, in
TOMORROW
the course of his remarks he said that
the preparations for the peace cele-- j
scientific
of
who
are
Las Vegans
'
turn or who enjoy having a little fuu, bratlon were in the. nature ot
cf the greatest
are asked to arm themselves, with
C. H. Hittson, a prominent attorney
'
YorkMLf.T.!:....ll,-fllthemselves on the nought and that it was celled "Friend, New
9
of Tucumcari.ris in Las Vegas today mirrors and perch
12
...
Boston
of their houses tomorrow' be- ship."
looking after the interests of two of tops
10
15
tween the hours of 12 noon and 1
"Its compass is the heart," said Mr. Pittsburgh
his clients, Lewis Roberts and John
18
6
Cincinnati
o'clock.
If these persons will look Bryan, describing the allegorical ship
Lumpkins, who were convicted last
"its'
will,
shells
Hercarry good
of peace,
fall of stealing live stock from the constantly toward the summit of
American League.
are projected by the
see the flashing its missies
Boll ranch. The mien appealed to the mit's peak, they will
Won Lost
Club
its
of
of
love,
hands
captain
in
the
of
smokeless
mirrors
powder
from
light
supreme court, and Mr. Hittson is in
17
5..
Philadelphia
I
want
of
Peace.
you
on
other scientists perched
that lofty is the Prince
charge of the transcripts which are to
8
17
me to the battleship of Cleveland
with
Las
elevation.
to
investigatTho
drink
Vegas
be presented to the higher tribunal.
7
14 '
withwill
Washington
No
ors are requested to flash the light 'Friendship.'
target
12
16
hack at the peak. The hour of noon stand that which friendship sends Chicago
11
IS
Louis
St.
LIST.
ADVERTISED LETTER
was chosen because the sun Is in the abroad."
15
9
Boston
Amerof
the
chairman
to
Mr. Stewart,
Letters remaining uncalled for the right position then to allow light
8
18
be flashed easily in any direction ican executive committee, said a meeti- Detroit
week ending May 10, 1913:
fi
17
York
New
In
York
held'
New
May
Dr. H. W. Houf, Willie Lowe, Miss The scientists who will be on the ng- would he
for
will
formulated
be
Mike
Pitts
are
of
Mcskewa, peak
Professor Haag
23, when plans
Alma E.Marchant,
Western League
the
Dr., A. E. Potter, Mr. J. F. Scott, MiBS burgh, Professor Marshall Turner of raising several million dollars for
Club
Won Lost
of
the
features
proposed
Ala
American
Mobile, Ala., Professor Hinch of
Fedelina Silva, Mrs. Joe Wosley.
4
17
to
Denver
are
Similar
letters
meetings
above
the
celebration.
Hallett
Professor
for
Raynolds,
bama,
When calling
8
14
St.
In
Joseph
.
London,
Mrs. Marshall Turner and Miss Len ha held by
please ask for advertised letters.
7
12
Lincoln
Ghent.
and
Melbourne
Postmaster.
EI
Porvenir.
F. O. BLOOD,
Toronto,
hard, manager of
oel-egat-

h

;

Beginning May IS
we will continue to
sell at cost and less
our entire stock till
every thing is sold.
For cash only. A rare
chance to buy Birthday, Wedding, Graduation or Holiday
Presents for young
or old people.

CELLERS

JEW

LflY

521 Sixth St.

CO.

super-dread-

..'........

,
.500 Moines, 4.
.429
.400
URGES MORE RECLAMATION.
.250
Washington, May 13. "Hurry up

and complete the reclamation projects
already under way and bo sure you
Pet. have competent men in the field,"
.773 was the advice James J. Hill, the rail.680 road magnate, gave to Secretary Lane
He
.007 today at a reclamation hearing.
.571 reiterated his statement that It cost
.407 the reclamation service more than
.375 twice what it cost other services and
to reclaim! the
.30S private, enterprises
'261 desert land.
'

KANSAS

WEALTHY WIDOW ROBBED
New York, May 13 Mrs. B. L. Jes-su.810
a widow, of Denver, Colorado,
.636 haa reported to tho police the loss
.632 of a $3,000 diamond necklace.
She $5

ret

CITY LIVE

STOCK

Kansas Ciiy, May 13. Cattle, receipts 9,000. Market steady. Nativa
steers $7.358.70; southern steers
$67.8u; southern cows and hcifws
?4.507.50; native cows and heifers
and
stackers
$1.50(jiS.25;
$G.508.10; bulls $3.75(57.33; cilroj
?f..50l0; western steers $7
western cows $4.507.25.
10,000.
Hogs,
receipts
steady. Bulk of sales IS, 20
haavy $8.20S.30; packers a
cbers $S.20S.35; lights ?123sj
pigs $5.7517.5,).
Sheep, reco!pt3 10,000.
steady. Muttons ?5S.E0;
lambs $5.50 S.30; tul$q
etVand yearlings 3.257.25; rar.,73 trc
2 5.
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HOW'S THIS?
e offer One Hundred Dollars
d
for anv case of Catarrh that
lie-war-

cannot be cured

Hall's

b

Cure.

8

ohe OPTIC

Catarrh

F. J. CHENEY & lO.(
Toledo, Ohio.

U?e

LOOBY

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AN D RcGULAS DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS
HANDLED

we, the undersigned, have known

F. J. Cheney for the last 15
yeara,
and believe him
perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his Nrm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, Ohio.
Halls Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the
system.

Confidence is the

SOCIETY DIRECTOR Y
CHAPMAN

Companion of

LAXATIVE

PROMO

per Mne Men inertlori.
Eillinate tlx ordinary word to a line
No ad to occupy less
spce than two
line. Al! advert! mntt chargod
wilt be booked at epac actually Mt,
without regard to number of word.
Cash In advance preferred

18SB

Quinine

Tablets. Druggists refund money If It
fails to cure
E. W. GROVE'S sig
nature is on each box. 25c.

April 1, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that Vin
cento Ciddio of bast Laj V.'.gas, nho,
ca December 16, iw, wade homestead entry, No. 00201, for W y2 NW
M section 31, VV y2 sV & section 30,
N. M. p.
township 14 N, ranse JJ
M., has filed noiice f intention 'o
make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
fore Leo M. Tipton, U. S. commissioner, at East Las Vegas, N. M., on
June 7, 1913.
Claimant tames as witnesses:
Abeyta and Pedro Ciddio, East
Las Vegas, N. M.; Crescenciana Tru-jillLas Vegas, N. M Lucinda J. de
Trujillo, East Las Vegas, N. M.

d

MANUEL R. OTERO,

The Man Who Put the
E E s In F E E T
Look for This Trade-Mar- k
ture on the Label when buyinpio.

ALLEN'S F09TEA$E

The AnfUi.nt,i TnmA

irado-Mm--

AIXEN S. OLMSTED. Le Hoy.

a

i .

r

ATTOKNEY8
HUNKER

&

HUNKER

George H. Hunker Chester

A.

Hml

Attorneya-at-La-

Ls

New

Vegns.

exi

I

.Silver Spoon
if you use
EMPRESS
FLOUR

i

FOR SALE Jersey cow, Mrs.
Harry
Vogt, 1024 Third street.

fj

chicks 10 cents. Thoroughbred Single Comb Rhode Island
Reds and Barred Rocks. Mrs. Geo.
Tudor, Osage City, Kan.

Made
-

111

I
SILVERS
PLATE

11

4

.

.

If)

.

.

8....

7..
9..

I

-

4

2...

3.

BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON -- IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SOUS' A A 1
STANDARD

CAKI

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

MAN PROCESS

K

EMPRESS
can be
tained in this city from

ALL GROCER.S

Las Vqjas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

--

.

9:10

m

U:05

m

Bjpn

8:15 p
11:05 d.
2:10

2:05
m.
1:45
m.
WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m.....
4:20 p. m..
6:35 p. m
.

.

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Dslivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

20c per 100 lbs.
25c per 100 lbs.
30o peP joo bs.
4oc per 100 lbs.
50o per 100 lbs.

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, he Purity
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Laa Vega Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

2:1

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

.

I

AUTOMOBILE,

MOO

AGUA PURA COMPANY

tasjixtow-M-

CARIUAGE

if

1

? 1

arket Findes

3

AND

SIGN PAINTING
N. O. H EH MAN
429 GRAND AVE.

g

BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH-- !
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

.'

EAST BOUND

by GER- -

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS

THE

LOCAL

ing

is.

1.
I

.

lb-j- ,

FOR SALE CHEAP New surrey and
harness. Phone Purple E312.

Humbo'idt, Kan.

j

DENTIST

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of
any
despnption No impurities, no air, nothing- but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000
each delivery .'
25c per 100 lbs
;
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs

Sixth street.

BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12;
cash with order. Mrs. M. E. Sler-ens- ,

1

HAMMONP,

Crockett Building.
Office Telephone
Main
House Telephone.- . Main

CRYSTAL ICE

Two mares, spring wagon
aud harness, E. N. Kearney, 1203

100

something
you 'd do any I

E. L.

for

It 's giving
you
a present for do- -

j

DR.

'

FOR SALE One second hand
car,
good condition, fully equipped. Las
Vegas Garage, M. Biehl, Prop.

--

DENTISTS

I

&

I This elegant
Rogers'

FLOUR real'b

'M!Hi!!!!l!HiiiH!lUiHiHiUoUiUJiUiliiiiaiiUIUUiUlllUliK

Stewart.'Consul; G. Laommle, Cltrk.
Visiting members are especially
welcome and cordially tnvlted.

1

BABY

camasm

Beer EMPRESS

:

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World halL
on the second and fourth Fridaya
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.

--

N.Yf'

way when you
learn how Much

I (3

O. F. LA3 VEGAS LODGE NO.
Meeta every Monday
evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting brethren cordially lnvltod to attend. F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gua
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. El wood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustea.
1.

Suite of nicely furnished KNIGHTS OF
OR. F. B. HUXMANN
COUN
COLUMBUS,
housekeeping rooms, electrict lights
Dentist
CIL NO. 804. Meets aecond and
uatn, etc. Excellent location. 918
Dental work of any descripnob
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
Eighth street.
Pioneer building.
Visiting mem- moderate prices.
bers are cordially Invited. Richard Room
Center Block. Tel. Main
FOR RENT- - Six room nouse partly
East Las Vegas, N. M
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
furnished. ?10. Apply II., Optic
NO.
I Professional health Culture for Ladi
DORADO
LODGE
EL
FOR RENT Modern furnished flat
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
PV
KNIGHTS
OF
'.11 Ninth street.
General
Hair and Seal;
Massage,
TH AS Meets e
Facial
Manicure
Treatment,
Massage,
even
ery Monday
FOR RENT Three sunny rooms suitPlaza Hotel.
in
Hall
Castle
Jng
able, for 'light housekeeping. C23
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m
Visiting
Knigiiu
Twelfth street.
tre cordially lnvlt
Cure for Stomach Disorders.
ed. Chas. Liebacn
Disorders of the stomach may be
- o-t : ner, Chancelloi avoided
by the use of Chamberlain's
Commander. Harrj Tablets. Many very remarkable cures
FOR SALE A good refrigerator;
ry Martin, Keeper of Records anc have been effected by these tnblets
Sold by all
C. Baker, Normal or Y. M, C. A.
Seal.

every.

r ruu,
ror
tmasssaisma cassis

get to kn.ow all these good
stores and their splendid offer
ings read the advertisements
every night in

UL

first

every

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

t

...BO,a

7t,r.

To

1

Mts

B.

Register.

2

ft

.

Ill

Every time you buy anything
from the stores that advertise
in THE OPTIC you will be more
than satisfied, for they merit
your confidence in every detail
of their business.

)

--

I. O.

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3. ROY
AL ARCH MA30NS Regrlar con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard,
P.; P. O
Blood, Secretary.

For

o

)

ft

eti

fulfilling every promise of his

one

B

VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Tuesday or ill month 1n the vestry
V KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- - rooms of Te:uiie Moutefiore at i
cont;lave ,f"', 4 Tuea-dao'clock p. w Visiting brothers ar
in each month at MaIsaac
cordially Invited
AppeL
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. O. H.
President; Charle. Greenclay, Sec
KInkeL E. C; Chas. Tamme,
retary.

LAS

it

strives to keep it. He is building his business by fair dealing,
by giving you quality goods, and

n
i r

M

Watsted

The merchant who wants your
confidence is the merchant, who

ft
U

w.

PANSFORD CHAPTER NO, 2, O. E.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
Sallow complexion is flue to a tor8. Meets first and third FridaB
HERRINE
pid liver.
purifies and
at 7:30 p. m. Id Masonic Temple,
strengthens the iiver and' bowels and
Mr. J. O. RuOedge, Worthy Marestores the rosy b'ioom of health to
tron; Mr. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
the cheek. Price 50c. Sold by CenTelephone Mala 329.
WANTED Experienced cook
and
tral Drug Co..
second girl. Wages no object to
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
right parties. Apply 925 Sixth St
A man living
102 Mees every Monday night at
Auburn, New York,
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglat, avenue,at
had a severe 8ttack of kidney and SALESLADY
wanted In dry goods
8 o'clock.
bladder trouble. Being a working
Visiting m rubers are
store. Only woman of experience
man, not wanting to 'lose time, he
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
and ability need apply. Address In
cured himself completely by using
president; J. T. Buhter secretary;
quiries K care of Optic.
C. H. Batly, treasurer.
Foley Kidney Pills. A year later he
says: "It is a pleasure to report that GIRLS wanted.
Potter's
Candy 8. P. O. ELKS-'-Methe cure was permanent." His name
swoni, and
Store.
is J. A. Farmer. 0. G. Schaet'or and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Red Cross Drug Store.
month Ellis home on Ninth stree
fSetss
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersarNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
cordially invited. Gov. Wm.
FOR
RENT Two
housekeeping
J. Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con-doDepartmeut of the Interior, U. S.
rooms.
seveuth street.
Land Office at SzuH Fe, N. M.,
Secretary.

When you go shopping you
are always sure to be successful
if you buy at dependable stores.

V

cent

Five

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY

Tako

af-for-

ADVER

O. of

Rheumatism Quickly Cured.
"My sister's husband had a . attack of rheumatism in his arm,"
writes a well known resident of Newton, Iowa. "I gave him a bottle of
Chamberlain's Liniment which he
applied to his arm and on the next
morning the rheumatism was gone."
For chronic muscular rheumatism you
will find nothing better than Chamberlain's Liniment. Sold by ail

uccess

advertisements. He cannot
to disappoint you.

A

COLUM

Testimonpials sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all DrugtiiSSESEESSSSS:
gists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

LUOGE NO. 2, A. F. &
O. O. MOOSE Meets second
A. M. Reguiar com
fourth Thursday evening
eat)
munication first and
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vlgitln
third Thursday in
brothers cord'ally Invited. Dr.
each month. VUltlng
W.
Houf, Dictator: .1. ThomVti
brothers cordially InSecretairy.
vited. Wm. P. Mills.
H. S .Vcn Petten, Secretary. J. E,
ROSSNWAL.D LODGE NO, 541,

PETER P, MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
mrdwood Finlshln, Papr Hangloi
and Glaitnj.

et

Etlmtei
Sid

Cheer-full-

Pltia

Subscribe for The Optic.

Glvn.
old Toi

Classified adj. search out the people to wbom
among al!
who MIGHT BUY tho particular
thing is worth moit.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST vo comer
ff.'hll rcilda tha Ida
In wiib
h(. uw Bpaper ana. would never bear
uo. IU
your property unless it wre advertised here.
those

Other, who read and answer ads. in this newsoaper want
(aid
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used
machine?
and furniture, article of sselulness of any
sort, and musical
truments.
A

Ible
kets.

the classified ad, are read bj all possible
of all
ort of thing, they 'have come to be finder buyeaa,
of the lxat mr.

1
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Young Prodigal Saved the Widow's Cow and Won Wife

y

for Father.
By MADELINE

f'

'

It

L

fx

'

3
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'

DEMAND

""'

j

I

1

I1

1

PROPER

1
L-u-,'

CARE

k
j

The skirt has a shaped edge to
right front, which is laid on the left
in a wrapped seam; buttons and loops
trim the upper part, and a material
panel is let in at foot.
The bodice has a large collar and
small revers of purple satin, these
turn back from a vest of finely tucked
net; buttons and a lace frill trim the
front.
The lower part of sleeve has the
fulness set under the upper In flat
pleats; the cuffs are deep and shaped
In a point at upper edge.
Hat of purple Tagel, trimped with
a rope of small flowers.
Materials, required: 5 yards serge,
46 inches wide,
yard satin 20 inches
wide, Vt yard tucked net 18 inches
wide, 7 buttons, V2 yard lace for front
GORGEOUS EVENING GOWN.

i

Are Hardworkei) Members of the Body
and Deserve Better Treatment
Than They Receive.
Women who spend hours caring for
their hands pay little attention to their
feet. They are such hardworked members of the body that they deserve bet-

r
V''

Pv
(
.

1

"

'

,

"""1.

1

Feet are best kept in condition by
shoes that fit. Never economize in
Bhoe leather, and do not yield to vanity
and get footgear that is too small.
Frequent bathing keeps the .feet
from being tired and swollen and It
.prevents roughness of the skin that
leads to callous spots.
Water in which a bit of washing
eoda has been dissolved Is restful. Hot
salt water Is equally refreshing, while
with alcohol will
a vigorous
quickly relieve a burning sensation.
pumice stone, used frequently, keeps
the skin smooth. It is especially necessary on the heels and on the ball of
the foot, where the weight of the body
rests in walking.
Never cut the nail3 too short, as they
are more likely to become ingrown.
And file them smooth with sandpaper,
go they will not catch and pull the
of your stockings.
Occasionally visit a chiropodist. He
will detect any irregularity in the
growth of nails and money and pain
are saved.

'

i'.'iv

Rick-Rac- k

t

'

.

;

t

'
.

e,

'

,

'

Braid.

more ago
every one who had a moment to spare
was making lace from the
lick-racbraid. There were collars
cuffs of rick-racedgings
of rlck-racand even entire overof rlck-racdresses for the small daughter made
of this braid. Within a short time
the tiny bundles of the braid have
again appeared In the stores, and
have made a strong bid for popularity,
according to the Newark News. Already one sees some very attractive
needlework made with this braid as a
foundation. Bandings of it are being
used for trimming wash gowns and
table
some
pretty
exceptionally
doilies and runners are edged with
rick-ractrimming.
years and

k

i

V

ft'
4
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Shower for Bride.
While the bride to whom Buch a
function would be helpful Is still
showered and wisely with linen, kitchen belongings or provisions, even
Aluminum

affairs are apt
these
nowadays to be given with some new
twist without losing their practical
character.
For Instance, many brides this year
will be showered with aluminum instead of the ordinary kitchen tins and
enamels. This is, of course, more expensive than the tin shower, but It
Is more worth while, and by selecting
the smaller necessaries or by combining funds for the larger articlea
everyone's purse caa be suited.
time-honore- d

-

.
rl- -

An evening gown of yellow satin
with lace tunic and drapery of beads.
Trimming of yellow and orange flow-

ers.
Newest Handkerchiefs.
are
handkerchiefs
Embroidered
used more generally than ever before,
and the woman who need not spend
hours embroidering shirt waists and
linen dresses will surely find time for
initialing at least her own handkerchiefs.
Hand hemstitched handkerchiefs of sheer linen can be bought
for 75 cents in a quality worth embroidering.
Wreaths, single initialc
or three in a row, or Irregular banding of embroidery all around the
handkerchief can be made.

Las Vegas Automobile S

'tis, but I aho'ly

Phjne Main 344.

"What did you done see?"
"Er locksmif down in de mabket
his chickens."

Macfe

Vhalen,

Co

Fowler Props

&

,

VERY SICK.

THE OLD RELIABLE

WAGON

II

1

k
IP"".
y
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"Husband, were you really visiting
a friend last night?"
"1 was."
"And was he really sick?"
"He was; and no wonder. He never won a pot."
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"They say Bill Collie is very dissipated."
"Yes; he's going to the men fast"
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BEULAH BUDGET.
A large acreage of grain is being

planted this spring and several parties contemplate planting potatoes.
ltange Block is thriving nicely and
ranchmen can very soon put beef on
the local market, though there are
not many that are offering cattle for
sale.
No bear have shown up on the
this spring, which is out of the
Sa-pel-

usual custom. Perhaps ail the scalps
have been taken.
Miss Grace Barker, who has been
teaching at Gallup, is expected home
in a few days to spend the summer
vacation.
Omar Barker, who will graduate
from the Normal University this
spring, is preparing for a position
Mrs. Jones She thinks her husband with the government in the civil seris perfection, and yet she watches him vice department. Omar is the sevlike a hawk.
enth and last of the Barker family to
Mrs. Smith I reckon sha thilrs
graduate from the Las Vegas Normal
be's too good to be true.
University, and is a true btue New
Mexican, having been born here IS
TWO VIEWS
years ago and reared in San Miguel
county.
K. F. Scovillo and wife, druggists
for several years in Kansas City, are
casting their lots In this community,
having taken one of the Barker cottages. Mr. Scovilie was thoughtful
and brought his fishing tackle and
while he is1 not forcing the season, as
some are doing, on the Rio Sapello,
still he may be locating the grasshoppers, which he expects to capture for
bait on the afternoon of the fourteenth. The spekled beauties are
acting a little saucy Tmfler protection
RUSTICUS.
of law.
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

he is."
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visit.
"Yes," answered Mr. Bracket humbly, "Wilfrid is a splendid boy."
"You. start right out finding him,
Daniel Brackett," ordered the spinster sharply, "or I'll never speak to
you again."
"No need, father!
Miss Parker!"
cried a cheery voice, and the boy in
question buret into the ,room.
The warm, fatherly greeting made
everything all right, but it was the
emotional Miss Cynthia who caressed
Yviltnd and wept over him, and was
proud of him for his unselfishness.
"There's vhat fifty dollars, father,"
said Wilfrid in a business like way,
pi iet r a roll of bills on the tnb'e.
Mr. Brackett pushed it back sheeptwinkled.
yi-s
ishly. Miss Lydia's
suitor sidi-n- i up to her.
Ilrr would-b"That question I asked you this
morning,'
Lydia?" he insinuated
mMy.
.Miss Warner placed a loving arm
about Wilfrid.
"I'll think about the answer." she
sii id simply.
Town
of
the
Somehow the People
(Copyright 1!13, by AT. G. Chapman.)
Fowr.d Out What the Strange Procession Meant.
FIX VALUE OF HUMAN LIFE
away from Brandon, however, at the
very hour when that important inter- In England, It Would Seem, It Is Apview was in progress, young Wilfrid
praised at the Sum
and bright
Brackett, brisk, happy-faceof $100.
aa a dollar, was making his way down
a stretch of railroad, whistling merEnglish editorial writers, gravely
rily.
commenting on the slight value attachBetter
Wilfrid had "made good."
ing to human life in Mexico, quite
than that, he had become good. He overlooked a couple of cases which
could laugh over his youthful follies were reported in the columns devoted
now, and not believe himself very to local news. The first case which
much of a sinner. Still, he experi- failed to receive the attention of the
enced a cleanly, chastened sentiment editorial writers was that of Moor-housin his heart that made him feel that
the well known aviator, who
he would be welcomed at the place was fined $100 and costs for killing
he was bound, for home.
a carter by the reckless driving of an
"I've done the right thing," he told automobile.
himself as he trudged along. "Father
The other case was that of a school
set me a task. Well, I've learned it. ceacher, twenty-seveyears old, who
I got a job among the clam shell fish- had been
school for ten
ers up Dalton river, had some luck, years. Herteaching
Balary was $50 a year. In
and I'm going home not only with the order to support herself and her mothfifty dollars, but as much more to the er she has had to eke out her salary
good."
working as a waitress In a restauWilfrid stepped aside to allow a by
rant Recently a member of the school
slow moving freight train to pass committee
recomni-endethat the
him. Then he gave a great start as teacher's
should be Increased to
salary
its last cars swung around the long $100 a year. The committee has not
curve. He stared in sheer wonderacted on the recommendation.
ment at the figure of a little girl not yet
of
ten
more than
age, clinging
years
Found at Last.
to the top of the iron ladder on one
Joe D. Blades, the noted Inventor,
side of the car and huddled up
who resides In the wilds of Bracken
against Its rounds,
"Th Tnlsnhif.fi" uttered the astound - county, says he has found perpetual
ed boy "She must be scared to death, motion, and is building an automobile
to be propelled by this power. He
or the pluckiest girl I ever saw."
Wilfrid posed to catch at the ladder says that the power to run the autoas the car reached him, swung under mobile will be pronuceu vy springs,
the clinging child, and supported her When one spring is running down
against his arms. She was softly the other one is winding up, thus
,
creating perpetual motion. The auto
crying.
"See here, little girl," gasped Wil- is now about completed and he says
frid, "what are you ever doing here?" it will be on the road in a short time.
When you sit
"Snowball," was the single re; It Is a
down in the seat the machine is put
Bponse.
in motion; when you get up it stops.
"Who's Snowball?"
"She's our own dear cow. They're Falmouth (Ky.) Outlook.
taking her away from grandma, who
Sensible Father.
is sick in bed. If she finds out that
"You Bay you want to marry my
Snowball has been taken away, she'll
Just die, I know she will. Grandma daughter?"
She's one of the
raised Snowball.
"Yes, eir. After thinking the matfamily, and we get half our living ter over I have reached that conclusion."
from her milk."
"You have, eh? Well. I want her
"And where is Snowball?" questo marry a man who Is not so
tioned the bewildered lad.
"She's In this car. I saw tfe roan deliberate!"

Is er locksmif er
knows all 'bout how ter open

"Lemme un'stan'.
man dat
all kin's
"Co'se
"Well,
see it."
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Walking Costum9. For thia no
material is better suited than face
cloth; any color would look well.
The skirt is quite plain and is cut a
emart length.
The coat has a deep basque; a patent leather belt hides the join where
It is set to the upper part; the fronts
of this are laid on with
wrapped
Beams; embroidery trims the large
collar, which Is of material, and is
cut In points at front; below these
two buttons are sewn.
Hat of satin to match, trimmed with
a feather mount.
Materials required: S yards cloth
48 Inches wide, 1 dozen yards braid,
E yards silk or satin for lining coat.
Smart Dress. Navy serge of very
fine qua'lty is selected here.
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ADA LEIGHTON.

'We have been friends for a good was concluded.
"Poor little thing!" he said. "I'm
many years, Lydia."
' "And let us continue the
same, Dan- aorry for her, but she don't underiel."
stand how affairs stand. I'm a constaThe scene was in the neat parlor of ble from the county seat. Mrs. Gran-b- y
the village home of Miss Lydia Park-sr- ,
owed some money, and there's an
execution out. I didn't want to disspinster. Her caller and suitor
was Daniel Brackett, ten years a wid- turb her by levying on her household
ower. They were a
goods, so I took the cow."
"And this brave little child followed
couple, she in the matchless perfection of mature loveliness of face, fig- poor Snowball," said Wilfrid. "Offiure and mind; he in the strength of cer, is the amount very much?"
a really noble manhood.
"Forty dollars and costs," was the
"I have waited a long time to ask reply, with a sympathetic look at the
"I'd pay it out of my own
you the question nearest to my heart," child.
he went on. "I am disappointed, pocket If I wasn't a poor man."
"If I can pay It, will you release
Lydia and a trifle hurt."
"Daniel," said Mr. Lydia, "we can the cow?" asked Wilfrid.
be straightforward with each other.
"Yes, and throw off my fees, gladly,"
I was the school girl friend of your replied the officer.
Wilfrid was parting with
dear wife. I am the friend of her
proudly-prizesavings, but he
lonely, wandering boy. You have
asked me If 1 would marry you. 1 felt like a royal kind as the transwill not answer that question till you action waB completed, a slanting plathave taken Wilfrid back where he form run up to the car, and Snowball
belongs to your home and your love." delivered into his keeping.
Daniel Brackett took up his hat and
The officer wiped away a suspicious
left the house. He was not only moisture from his eye as the little
troubled, but sad. Wilfrid, his boy, girl threw her arms around the neck
had been a wild, reckless lad, impul- of the snowy white animal, cried over
sive, always in difficulties, but whole- her recovered pet, and then laughed
hearted and generous to a fault. One for joy.
or two boyish scrapes the indulgent
It was only ten miles back to her
Then one home. Wilfrid led Snowball with a
father had overlooked.
night the son was a member of a Hal- halter. Part of the way the girl rode
lowe'en party which wound up in an on her back.
accidental blaze. A farmer's barn
Somehow the people of the town
was burned down. Mr. Brackett paid found out what the strange procession
fifty dollars to prevent trouble for meant. An enterprising reporter eagWilfrid, and banished him from the erly gathered up the material for a
house.
good story, and when Wilfrid left the
"When you have earned that fifty happy child and her pet at their home,
dollars and repaid it," said the father the wires were clicking an incident
sternly, "you may come back to your of rare human interest all over .the
home. Not before."
country. The afternoon papers had it,
That was six months since. From including the Brandon Evening Telethat day until this no word had come gram.
from the homeless lad. Forty miles
"I told you Wilfrid was worth while.
I knew he had the making of a grand
man in him and what do you say
I
uow, Daniel Brackett?" demanded Miss
Cynthia at the Brackett home at eight
o'clock that evening.
She pointed to
the newspaper she had brought with
her on her impetuous, unceremonious
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here from the cattle pen. BEYOND HIS COMPREHENSION.
won't leave her till I find out where
he's taking her, and I can take her
TKT- back to grandma."
Just here the train took a siding
and halted. Wilfrid made the child
climb down to the ground and rest her
tired arms, by telling her that he
would "see about things."
A brakeman and another man came
strolling from the caboose. They
stared strangely at the pair. Wilfrid
began to explain. The man with the
brakeman Bmiled before the narrative
drive her in

Outdoor Costumes of the Latest
Make-up- ,
and Approved Material

V,
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Wasted Eloquence.
Having recently escaped annihilation by the width of a flying coattail,
the minister meant every word of las
sermon against motor cars. So genuine was his emotion that he was able-tpreach without notes.
Ordinarily ho refrained from desecrating the pulpit with a test on mundane affairs. But motor cars were
different.
They bad been instrumental in sending so many people to
heaven that they had almost ceased
to be mundane.
In anathematizing the people who
run their cars on Sundays and run
them too fast the young man sur-- i
passed himself in eloquence. He knewi
he had spoken well, bnt he wanted:
somebody else to tell him so. After
church he asked the candid parishioner what he thought of the sermon.
The candid parishioner looked out
upon the t'tniling blue sky, the glinting sunbeams, the opening leaves.
. "It sounded all right," he said, "but
I doubt if it will do much good, because there wasn't a soul here that
owns a motor car to hear It."

j

Many French Playwrights.
Playwriting seems to be more of a
hobby than a profession in France,
Judging by the figures of the French
Thai
Society of Dramatic Author3.
members of the society number, allj
But during the last twoi
told, 5,400.
years 60 of thia number have BUM
ficed to furnish the dramatic faro of
the community, comprising everyi
work in prose and verse staged;
throughout the country in the thea-- ;
ters and cafe concerts. The other)
society an
5,340 members of the
awaiting their turn to cater for tho4
public tastes, and in all probability!
will wait a long time, for the major-- t
ity of French theaters have their ao"
cepted playwrights, whom t;' y
to write their plays, and the
lucky 60 jealously guard their- priv-- f
1
!
liege and do all tbey can to r- c" t
new aspirants. The
society inclada recrXM fm i 1 '
every profession ai,-- l
tl
army and navy officers, bin
nlnru
clerka, etc who
t.
I works
which never n--

THIS INTERESTS EVEKY WOMAN
A, family doctor said recently that
come to him thinking that
women
She I Just love a good skate.
they have female trouble, but when
He Yes, I would, too, if it wasn'i
he treats them for their kidneys and
'or the morning after.
bladder they soon recover. This is
worth knowing and also tXt Foley
Too Much of a Change.
Nell Isn't Alice soon going to mar-r- y Kidney Pi'ils are the best and Barest flay.
Jack?
medicine at such times. They are
Belle I don't know. She says she tonic la action, quick In results. They
dates to give up the $1.60 shows for will
Thirteen Ktatcej of the lnioii tmvti
help you. O. G. Sehaefer and RpV
motion pictures.
the
iioiicr inspector laws.
Cross Dmg Store.
s
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Get Busy NOW!

Last year at an auction sale in New yi0rk, a man paid $50,000 for a
book. Think of that! Fifty Thousand Dollars! And for a book! The
man who bought it was eminently s;ane. He is a successful business
man. He bought this book (a Guttenberg Bible)' twenty minutes after
the auctioneer put it up.
Question: If it takes only twenty minutes to pay $50,000 for an
bid book, how long should it take to sell an article of established merit
and every day demand?
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Are of Established Merit and Every Day Demand
1913 Shipment With Latest Impropemonta Just Received
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The Great Ice Sol vers
M

The Xtragood Label Mak s

We have sold over 25 of these
Refrigerators and have yet to find a
displeased customer. We show them
in 3 sizes to hold 50, 75 and 100
pounds of Ice.

Full of the charm that always en
Try a dram ot Old Taylor Bour hances a strange land, hiehlv instruc
tive and of practical value to all who
bon at the Opera Bar. Adv.
heard it was the lecture on Australia
We also show best makes of Wood
Finch's Golden Wedding itye, aged given last night at the Duncan opera
Refrigerators from $6.95 up.
nouse
In the wood. Direct from the distilby Rev. Dr. Jacob H. Landau
lery to you. At the Ltfbby, of course. Dr. Landau covered the subject from
every possible viewpoint. He showed
A white sale will be held at the that Australia is a most remarkable
Baptist church Friday beginning at 10 country, having no millionaires and no
Opposite the Y. M. C. A.
o'clock and lasting throughout the paupers, and explained why such a
condition exists there. He told of
day.
the wonderful beauties of the cities
and country places.
The Women's club will hold Its
He described
the
at
excellent and most progressive
the
Commer
monthly meeting
cial club rooms tomorrow afternoon. laws of the counry, and demonstrat
rOMOKKOW
ed that Australia is leading the world
A full attendance is requested.
at tne Y. M. C. A.
in beneficial legislation.
In fact, there was nothing interest
The board of directors of the Commercial club will meet tonight at the ing or instructive pertaining to Aus
Junior class 4.15 o'clock.
club room for the regular monthly tralia which Dr. Landau failed
to
Business Men's class 5 o'clock.
in
mention
are
All
an
members
requested
meeting.
entertaining way. Had
such a lecture been delivered by some
to be present.
FIGHTING USELESS NOISE.
speakers it would have been tiresome,
13. A campaign
Chicago May
The funeral of John Malcolm will because of the immense mass of de
was started
needless
noises
against
tail.
Dr.
his
o'clock from the home of
sister,
Landau, however, is an elo
Mrs. W. J. McDonald, 1113 Eleventh quent speaker and he held the com last night when the council authorstreet.
plete attention of the audience from ized the health committee to find
beginning to end. The lecture was ways and means to reduce the racket,
Another magazine has been added illustrated with lantern slides show which one speaker asserted has given
to the list received by the Y. M. C. A. ing views of many cities and other Chicago the reputation of being one
of the noisiest cities in tre universe.
This is the National Geographical localities In Australia.
Mrs.
Landau read several selections. Alderman Willis O. Nance, chairman
This magazine is publish
Magazine.
ed at Washington, and its board of She is an elocutionist of ability. One of the committee, stated that unnec-ear- y
noises are responsible for dismanagers is composed of the most of her charming numbers, was in the
deafness and even death.
comfort,'
Australian
men
The
bush
dialect. Mrs, Charles
in that city.
magalearned
"Noise is admitted by physicians to
Mrs. Charles Kohn and
zine is profusely illustrated and the O'Malley,
contents are current and interesting Mrs. Roy Prentice furnished beautiful be detrimental to health, and in the
articles on special places that are sel- music, Mrs. O'Malley with the violin, case of nervous individuals, is not indom mentioned in other magazines Mrs. Kohn at the piano and Mrs. Pren frequently fatal," he said. "Unques
tionably it has much to do with the
at the news stands. This magazine tice with her beautiful voice.
A good sized crowd heard the lec- production of deafness. Industrial efiwl Imake a good addition to the file
at the "Y", and the readers are tak- ture. Those were were present learn ficiency is probably reduced 25 per
ed that Australia is a wonderful land. cent in some localities by useiess
ing a big interest in the new
and that Dr. Landau is abundantly noise."
able to tell of the things that make
The prosecution in the case of Pat
so.
We have arranged to keep our im- it
rick
Quinlan, the Industrial Workers'
ported Percheron stallion Argentenil
chicken supper at the Baptist of the World leader, indicted for in
Big
on
34475 at the farm of S. F. Hemler
fA
miles from Las church Friday night beginning at 5 citing riot, is expected to complete
the Mora road 2
case
o'clock.
its
this
afternoon.
Chicken,
mashed
gravy,
pofl
Vegas. This stallion weighs nearly a
il
ton when in show condition, sound tatoes, Spanish rice, lettuce salad,
Gus Lehman, proprietor of the
homemade bread and butter, cake,
and a high class individual. We are
White Kitchen restaurant on Railroad
lj,
anxious to become acquainted with pineapple sherbet and coffee all for
35 cents.
avenue, today received a message 4
the horse breeders and invite them to
frou. Oconomowoc, Wis., informing
inspect Argentenil at Mr. Hemler's
While riding a horse last evening him of the death of his brother, Louis (
farm as well as our breeding farm at
Dr. Clifford Plew was painfully In- Lehmann, which occurred there last
Onava, where we have several other
jured when the animal feil. He was night, as the result of being run over
stallions
Percheron'
for
registered
Terms very reasonable unable to be at his place or business by a train. The dead man was Mr.
service.
Dr. Plows injuries consist of Lehmann's only brother, and the news
The Rohrer Land and Development today.
the spraining of bom Ms arms and of his death was a great shock to
Co.
one ank'ie. Dr. Plew escaped without him.
the breaking of any bones.
Tomorrow morning Secretary W. II.
Stark of the Commercial club and
A number of Las Vegas business
William Springer will make a trip men will
leave next Monday for Ros-we- ll
south as far as the Valley ranch for
where they will attend the meetthe purpose of designating locations
ing of the Hetail Business Men's asfor the road signs that are to be
sociation, which is to be held at that
erected. Secretary Stark has secured
place. There probably wiJl be three
a man who will place the posts along
automobiles full of boosters from Las
the road. After these posts have
Vegas, and perhaps more. All those
been planted, a booster trip will be
wishing to make the trip may do so
Comtaken and the members of the
by conferring with William Shilling-law- ,
mercial club will place the signs.
secretary of the local
Tbi3 is a big step towards Inducing!
travelers to come
the
this way, a several who have already
President Wilson is not taking out of
come oyer the road from Albuquerservice
all the old postmasters. This
que 'have found some difficulty in lo- was shown this
morning when a 'list
'
route.
cating the
of reappointments was received at
the local postoffice. The list of reappointments is as follows: James It.
Potter at Dodson; Felipita D. Espi-nos- a
at Ildefonzo; Everett Barefoot 1
at Lake, Grant county; Emma Stephenson at Looney; Philip KoenekC at
HI
Porter; Anna . Brissey at Ragland;
Richard A. Jernigan at Red Rock in
Grant county; Charles P. Hanger at
Riverside, and Horace Harrison at
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QUALITY FRUITS"

''THE KIND THAT IS NOT LYE PEELED"

Highest In Quality Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

Jefierson Raynolds, President.
Haliett Raynolds, Cashier.
Hi Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
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Capital,
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Surplus, and Unbivji.eii Profits

$100,000

.

$35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposlis

Al
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Heme of the Best of

Erasing

HOI

Finest Fresh Strained Honey
35c Per Pint

Peecli Jam
Put up in Economy Jars under the most

n

'
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Sanitary
ditions,

taining only

Tyrone.

Fresh Comb Honey
20c, 2 for 35c

IMF

&

DAYWARDnCO.

STORE

fresh peaches
and cane

;

BASEBALL MEETING.
Tomorrow evening at 8 o'clock In
tbe Commercial club rooms all the
RUBBING CLOTHES
young and older men of the city who
In a tub is out of date and out of are interested in baseball will meet.
reason. It not only wears out the This meeting is open to all ball playIs

ers and fans and it

Is

expected that

BACK BREAKING WORK.
the meeting wi'il be largely attended.
Why not 'beak away from the old The West side boys have formed an
methods, and keep up with the times organization and have a first class
team. The East side boys lope to orby sending your washing to
LAS VEGAS STEAM LAUNDRY.
ganize an equally strong aggregation.
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?150 will buy 2 good building lots on Tilden avenue.
mu W1" ouy a good building lot on Fifth street.
$950 will buy 4 room adobe house on a
good corner.
$1300 will buy nice 5 room frame house on 9. Iota won
!m,,mvQ,i

on Eighth street.

$1600 will buv
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nvirnuvtu, ALL SIES, ALL PRICES.
WE CAN SUIT YOU
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b03 Lincoln Ave.
:.

3
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modern frnme hnnco

.
b"y modern 6 room house, all improvements, including furnace, on 2 lots on Fifth street.
$6250 will buy beautiful modern 8 room
hotise, everything
date, 3 lots, best location on hill.
53250
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Better Milk For a Better Town I
Our milk will always stand the acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream quality. V
Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection
required
by modern cities.
Ring out the old mistaken methods.
Ring in the new correct ones.
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clothing, but

E

concon-

To-da- y-

fib Have Cool Fresb

New Mexico

ocean-to-ocea-

Eata UiS

jjft

in plain and fancy colors at

licious Food And Water
I This Summer With Ad

run---

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

1

GRE EN BERGER

I

,

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
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IN THE CAN

At J. H. STEARNS

to

.

t

-

IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL

5

jyf,
" lJy 'l

HIV

50 Cents Esvch

I

FR-O-

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
THERE

Waists forboys, ages

THE ROSENTHAL

CRYSTAL BUTTER.

Intone

We are also exclusi -

I

kT3"

We sell the Xtragood suit made
by
Enderheimer Stein & Co., which gives
better service and longer wear than any'
suit you can buy for your boy.
We hope you fully appreciate what it
means to be sure of quality when you buy
a suit for
boy.
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LECTURE
LAST NIGHT AT DUN
CAN OPERA HOUSE IS HIGH
LY INSTRUCTIVE
7:41

o'clock this evening.

STEARNS STORE
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Regular dance at F. B. hall Thurs
day night.
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Bocskef TroLy
THEY AR.E FINE!
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This is
Boy's Shop
For All that is Best for Boys
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PHONE MAIN 379

MOTH
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MAJESTIC RANGE

Berries for preserving
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Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

per Jar
BOUCHER'S

The Corbelt Sanitary Dairy
bouth
Mreet
raahc

Milking

lime

A. Al.

'

Las Vegas, New Mex 1
and 2 P. M.

